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CALENDAR 
CAMPUS DIVISION 
1946 
Jan. 25-Friday Registration for the •ccond semester. 
Jan. 28--Monday Classes for the second semester begin. 
March 12-Tuesday ... Solemn Mass in honor of St. Ignatius. 
Aprii17-W ednesday Easter recess begins after last class. 
Aprii23- Tuesday... . Classes resumed at 8:20 A.M. 
May 21-Tuesday.. .. . Examinations begin. \ 
May 24--Friday. .. ... Commencement. 
May 27-Monday Registration for the first Summer Session. 
May 28--Tuesday .. .. Classes for the First Summer Session begin 
June 28, 29-Fri.-Sat. .. Final exams for the First Summer Session. 
July !- Monday. Registration for the Second Summer Session. 
July 2-Tuesday ..... Cla~ses for the Second Summer Session begin 
July 4--Thursday.. ... Independence Day. Holiday. 
Aug. 8, 9 -Thurs.-Fri. Final Exams for the Second Summer Session. 
Sept. 6, 7-Fri.-Sat. Freshman Week. 
Sept. 9-Monday Registration for the First Semester. 
Sept. 10--Tuesday Classes for the First Semester begin. 
Sept. 23- Monday Last day for delayed registration. 
Sept. 24, 25, 26--Tues.-
Wed.-Thurs. . Annual Retreat. 
Sept. 27-Friday. . .... Solemn Mass of the Holy Ghost. 
Nov. 1-Friday. .. . Feast of All Saints. H oliday. 
Nov. 8--Friday . .. . Solemn Mass for deceased faculty, alumni, 
and friends. 
Nov. 28--Thursday Thanksgiving Day, Holiday. 
Dec. 13-Friday . ... Christmas recess begins after last class. 
Jan. 6-Monday .. 
Jan. 16-Thursday 
Jan. 24--Friday . 
Jan. 27-Monday 
Aprii2- Wednesday 
Aprii8--Tuesday .. 
May 19-Monday . 
May 23-Friday 
1947 
Classes resumed at 8:20 A.M. 
Semester examinations begin. 
Registration for the second semester. 
Classes begin for the second semester. 
Easter recess begins after last class. 
Classes resumed at 8:20 A.M. 
Pinal Examinations begin. 
Commencement. 
• 
t 
DOWNTOWN DIVISION 
1946 
Feb. 1, 4, 5- Fri.· 
Mon.-Tues.· Registration: 2:00•5:30 P.M., 7:00·9:00 P.M. 
Feb. 6--Wednesday .... Classes for the Second Semester begin. 
April17-Wednuday .. Easter recess begins after last class. 
April23-Tuesday Classes resumed. 
May 24-29- Fri..Wed. Semester Examinations. 
May 3o--Thursday End of the semester. 
Sept. 16-2o--Mon.-Fri. Registration for the first semester: 2:00· 
9:00P.M. 
Sept. 23-Monday 
Nov. 28--Thursday .. 
Dec. 2o--Friday 
Jan. 6--Monday 
Classes for first semester begin. 
Thanksgiving Day. Holiday. 
Christmas recess begins after last class. 
1947 
Classes resumed. 
Jan. 20·24-Mon .• Fri. Semester Examinations. 
Jan. 27-3o--Mon.-Thurs. Registration for the Second Semester: 2:00· 
9:00P.M. 
Aprii2-Wednesday Easter recess begins after last class. 
April 8--Tuesday . .. .. . Classes resumed. 
May 19·24-Mon.·Sat.. Semester Examinations. 
-S-
BOARD 
OFFICER Of AD. UNISTRI\TION 
REV. EUC!N! H . 1:: 
REV. BERNARD i:AR. T , SJ 
REV. EARLL. DIETU, S J 
REV. ELMeR ) . TRAM B, SJ 
REV. EMMANU EL T 
JEAN P. NEVILLP. 
STANDING COMMIITEE OP THE F.ACULn· 
The Pruidcnt o f tbe Colle 
ADMISSIONS AN D DECRP. 
Rev Elmer F. Tnmc, J 
LIBRARY: Rev . £ nu,.anud T 
Rev. ] P. \\'aJ.b, J , 
EDUCATIONAL POLICI 
Rev. ] . A . Ryan, 
STUDENT COU!'-:S!UISC 
Rev. ! . L . Dirter, J , Rev 
Rev T . L Ku.noy, J , a~ 
Rev E. H . Winter le<~ , J 
STUDENT W!LPAR! Tbt Dean Cha 
1 StauUen, S.J ,; Rev'. E. J y,.;_, J a. a,.., 
, s.J.; 
• o.-J• ~J D,J.nJ 'II 
L. DidEt. 
FACULTY 
JOHN J. FLANAGAN, S.J. 
PRESIDENT 
A.B., The Creiahton University, 19H; LL.B., 1926; 
A.M., St. Louis University, 1929. 
Aaaiatant Dean, St. Louis University, 1938·1939. 
Dean and Re11iatrar, Re11i1 Colleae, 1939•1942. 
President, Rea11 College, 1942•. 
EUGENE H. KESSLER, S.J. 
DEAN AND REGISTRAR 
A.B .. St. Louis University, 1932, A.M .. 1934 , 
M .S., 1936. 
lnatructor in Latin, Mathematic:o, The Creighton University High School, 
1936; lnatructor in Mathematic:o and Physico. Re&i• Hi<h School. 1936· 
1937: Aulatant Dean, Instructor in Mathematiea, St. louis Univeraity, 
1942· 1945; Dean and Reaiatrar, Real• Colleae, 1945·. 
GEORGE ERIC BECHTOLT 
INSTRUCTOR IN SPANISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN 
B.A .. Wittenhera College, Springfield. Ohio, 1937; 
M.A ., Ohio State University, 1939. 
Instructor in German, Portuguese, Ohio State University, 1938·1939; 
University Scholar, Ohio State University, 1939·1940; Instructor in Ger-
man and Spaniob, Otterbein Colle11e, 1940·1941; Instructor in Spanish, 
French and German, Regia Colle11e, 1945· . 
•CONRAD BILGERY, S.J. 
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS 
A.B .. Campion Colle11e. !90S; A.M ., St. Louis University, 1912. 
Instructor in Mathematics, j ohn Carroll University, 1905·1909, 1920•1924; 
Instructor in Mathematics, St. John'a College, Toledo, Ohio, 1909·1910; 
Professor of Mathematlca and Geoloay, Re11i1 Colle11e, 1926·1945 . 
EUGENE S. BLISH 
LECTURER IN ADVERTISING 
B.S.C .. Notre D1me Univeraity, 1934. 
Lecturer in Advertising, Regia Colleae. 1945·. 
LOUIS A. BLOOMER, S.J. 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH 
A.B .. St. Louis Univenity, 1919, M . A. (Philosophy}, 1920; 
M .A. (Eniliah), The Creighton Univeraity, 1935. 
Instructor in Eniliab, Latin, St . Ignatius High School, Cleveland . Ohio, 
1923·1926; Auiatant Profeasor of Encliab, Rockhurat College, 1929·1930; 
Instructor 10 En&lfah, St. Louis University, 1930·1931; lrutructor in English, 
The Creichton University, 1932·1936; Profeaaor of En11lioh. Rockhunt 
Collcie. 1936.J94l; Allociate Proft~~or of Enaliah, Reaio Colle11c. 1943·. 
~ued, Auguat, 1945. 
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•LEO P. BURNS, S.]. 
INSTRUCTOR IN LATIN 
A .B .• St. Louis Univenity, 1928, A.M .. 1930; S.T.L .• 1937. 
Instructor in Latin llnd Enaliab. St. john'• Colleae. Belue, Britith Hoo· 
duru, 1930·19ll, lnsrructor in Latin, Reai• Collece. 1938·. 
EARL L. DIETER, S.J. 
INSTRUCTOR IN LATIN 
A.B., The Creighton Univeuity, 1925; M.A., St. Louis Univer11ty, 1931. 
Instructor in Latin, Greek, English, St. Mary's College. 1929· 1930; In• 
otructor in Latin, M arquette University High School. 1932·1934; Auistant 
Principal. St. Louis University Hiah School. 1939·1942; Aulsunt Principal. 
Reaia Hich School. 1942·1943; Instructor in Larin, Reaia Colleae. 1946•. 
JOSEPH V. DOWNEY, S.]. 
INSTRUCTOR IN PHYSICS 
A.B., Xavier University, Cindnnatl, Ohio, 1931; M.A .. St. Loui• Uni• 
versity, 1934, M.S .. 1936. 
Instructor in Phyaica and Mathematics, Reels Hiab School. 1934·1936; 
visiting lecturer in Mathematics, Rock burst Colleac. 1942; Instructor in 
Pbyoica, Regia Colleae. 1942· . 
ARMAND W. FORST ALL, S.J. 
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ANALYTIC CHEMISTRY 
A .B., Amiena (Somme) Prance, 1878; A.M.. Woodstock Colleae, Wood· 
11ock, Maryland, 1891 ; Sc.D. (bonor11 cauua). Univeroity of Denver, 1935. 
ln11ructor in Matbemllics, Collece of the Sacred Heart, MorrUon. Colo-
rado, 1885·1886; Instructor in Mathematics, Physics, Chemillry, Lao Vegu. 
New Meiico. 1886·1888; lnarruct or In Mathematica, Phy~ica, Chemhtry, 
Regia Colleee. 1888·1890, 1898·1899; Profeuor of Physico. Georaeto ... n 
Univeraity, 1895·1896, 1900·1902; Profeuor of Physico. Holy Crou Colleae, 
Worcester, Mauachuaetta, 1899·1900; Profeuor of Chemillf}'. Woodatock 
Colle11e. 1902·1904; Profeuor of Mathematics, Chemil!ry, Physico, Reei• 
College. 1904· 1932; Profeuor of Analytic Chemistry. Re1111 Colle11e, 1932• 
1945; Profeuor Ementua of Analytic Chemistry, 1945•. 
MARK S. GROSS, S.]. 
ASSIST ANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH 
A .B., St. Marya Collcae, 1908; M.A., St. Louis University, 1915. 
lnatr~ctor in Enalish, The Creighton University, 1925·1927· Instructor in 
Enghah. Umver11ty of Detroit, 1927·1931; Instructor in En11lish, Rockhuut 
Colleee. 1931·19)3; lnatructor in Enaliob, Marquette Univeroity, 1933·1940; 
Inatructor in Englioh, Reaio Colleac. 1941•1945; Auiotant Profeuor of 
En11li1h, 1945•. 
ROBERT ]. IMBS, S.]. 
LECTURER IN HISTORY 
A .B., St. Louis Univcroity, 1938, M .A., 1944. 
' 
lnatructor in Speech and H!atory Recio Hicb School, 1944•: Lecturer in f 
History, Recio Colle&c, 1944·. ' 
BERNARD S. KARST, S.J. 
LECTURER IN EDUCATION 
A.B., St. Louio Univeroitr, 1922; M.A., 1923. 
lnmuctor i~ Hiat'!ry and Mathematics, Campion High School. 1923·1926; ~n~t~ct(' £t .L"H'· and Mathematics, Relli• H 1ab School, 1931· 19ll; O:t'i~~~~ • 194:~~· •&h School. 1934· 1944; Lecturer in Education, Re&ia 
--:oon-1eavc of absence for military service, 1942. 
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' 
T. LOUIS KEENOY, S.J. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY 
A.B .• Gonuaa Univcroity, 1918; A.M .• 1919; M.S., St. Louis Univcraity, 
1936. 
Iutruttor in Chemiatry, Loyola Academy. Cbicaao. 1919·1921; lnatructor 
in Chemittry, St. Mary'o Hiah School. St. Marys. Kanaas, 1921·1922; In· 
strutter in Chemistry. St. Mary'o College, 1928·193 I; Instructor in 
Chcmiatry, Rodhu11t High School , 1931·1934. 1936·1939; lnotructo' in 
Chcmiatry, Rc1111 H•ah School, 1939·1940; lnJtructor in Chcm11try, Rcrl> 
Collccc. 1940·1945; A11iotant ProfCIIor of Chcmiotry, Rcais Collcac, 1945•. 
*PETER McCARTNEY, S.J. 
PROFESSOR OF FRENCH 
A.B .• Bon Sccouro Collcac. Channel Islands. 1906; A.M .• 1909. 
Instructor In English, MarncHc Collcac. Licac. Bcl111um, 1909·1911; In• 
atructor in Engil•h and French, Aurora Un1veralty, Shanghai, China, 1911· 
1916; lnatructor in French, Xavier Univeulty, Cinci.nnati, Ohio, !917• 
1922; Profc11or of French, Xavier Univcmty, 1922· 1931; ProfCIIor of 
French, St. Mary'• Colle&•· St. Marys, Kan111, 19ll•l933, Profcuor ol 
French, Rcait Collcac. 1933·194S. 
EDMUND L. MULLEN 
LECTURER IN BUSINESS LAW 
A.B., Rcaio Collcac. 1912; LL.B., Gcoractown University 191S. 
Lecturer in Buoine11 Law, Regia Collcac. 1928·1929; 1942•1943; 194l·. 
P. ALLAN MURPHY 
LECTURER IN SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
A.B., Univeroity of Ncbruh. 1932; A.M .• 1933. 
lnotructor in Omaha Public Schoolo, 1933·1939; Instructor in Denver Public 
Schoolt. 1939·; Lecturer in Secretarial Science, Rcait Collcac, 1945·. 
JEAN PATRICIA NEVILLE 
ASSIST ANT LIBRARIAN 
B.S., The Collcac of St. Catherine, 1944. 
Auiatant Librarian. Regis Collcac, 1944•. 
W. BARNEY PAUL 
LECTURER IN ACCOUNTING 
LL.B .. Wutmlnaur Law School. 1929; C.P.A., 1929. 
Lecturer in Accountina, Rcait Collcce. 1930·. 
MR. JAMES ]. QUINN, S.J. 
LECTURER IN LATIN 
lnotructor in Latin and Greek, Reaio H•ah School, 1944·: 
Lecturer in Latin, Regis Collcae. 1945·. 
JOSEPH A. RYAN, S.J. 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTING AND ECONOMICS 
A.B .. St. Louio Univcroity, 191S; A.M., 1917. 
Inotructor, Rcai& Hiah School, 1916·1921; Dean. Reaio College, 1926·19)3· 
Inotructor 1n Accountina. Rcai• Colle&.•· 1933·1936; Assistant Profeuo; 
of Accountlna and Economico, Rca11 Collcac. 1936·1939; Auociau Pro• 
/user of Accountinc and Economico, 1939·. 
1 Dcccascd, November, 194S. 
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EMMANUEL T. SANDOVAL, SJ 
PROFESSOR OP SPANISH 
A B .• St. LoUII Un"euaty, 1907; AM., l'i 
Instructor in Rom>nce Llncu•r;:n, Sc Joho'a C..Urp, Behu, British Hoa· 
duru 1908· 191) · l nmuccor co ~nub, Rct!J Colk;e, 1924 19l1, Ao· 
1uran; Profeuor .;f Span• II, Rc •• Coller;:~. 1'117·191S, ProfatOt ol ~. 
Reg~ Collece. 19H· 
•WILLIAM]. STACKHOUSE, S.J 
INSTRUCTOR IN ENGLISH ANO PHILO~OPHY 
A.B., Sc Louia Un"euicy. 19)). 
lnstruccor in Engl11h. St. Lou10 Unl\eroaty Hech School, 19H·I9lS, In· 
acructor in Enal11b and Pbelaoorhy, R<ell C'.ollecr, 1941 •1944 
ERVIN A. STAUFFEN, S.J. 
ASSIST ANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH 
A.B., Sc. Louia Univeully, 1928: M .A , 19)0. 
lnstruccor cn Laun. Enghoh, Morquecct Unev<rolcy Hich bool, 19)0. 
1933; Lt.:turer en En ·luh. Sc. Mory • Gollece, Se MJryo, Ka.,..., 19H• 
1937; lnscrunor en EnRIO.b. Sc. Loulo Unheu•cy, 1937,•191 , lnoc~~:" 
en En&lcsb, Morqu<Cce Un>Hncly. 19)9 I'HO. lnacruteor iJI fa:lish. ""'•" 
hunc College. 194l•H; lnuruclor In P.nchab, Rrc11 COile:e. 19H·I945ol; 
Ltccurer en En&lcab Re&c• Hegb School, 19H•I94l; Awoc.aoc Profuo« 
En&lcah, 1945·. 
ELMER }. TRAME, S.J. 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OP BIOLOC Y 
A.B .. St. Loucs Uneveroccy, 19~); AM , 19H; Pb 0 , 19lS 
Auiaunt Profeuor of BeoloKv. The C:ceeebton Uruvrro•tr, 1925·19:6: lo• 
llructor in BiolollY. St. Lou11 Unlvtrolty, 1916•1928; Pro!eu<r of Bio!OCJ, 
John Carroll Unevcroaty, ClcvtllnJ, Oheo, 19))·19)6; Allocu" Prol....,. 
of Biology, Rea11 CoUeee. 1937 
JAMES FRANCIS WALSH, S.J 
PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
~cj~.j: St. Lou" Univermy, 1911; AM , 1911; Pb 0 , fordluiD Un"eracty. 
Instructor in Latin, Creek, l!nalcab, St. Xavecr C..llc&<. Cenlencuu, Ohio. 1911· 191~; Instructor en Loun, Gr<tk, Enahob, !'t. lcnuew Collea<, Chccaco. 
1914·1917; ln11ructor. St. Louia Unevcucty, 1921•1924, Apuunt Pnnccpal. 
Loyola Ac•demy, Cbeca&o. 1924·1925; Profeuor d l'beloaorby, Otao of 
Men, Loyola Uncveucty, Checaao. 1915•1912· Ptoftuor of Pb•looorby. 
Rockhurat Colle&e. 19ll· 19l7; Aeao<eate Prot<U<lt of Pbelooopby, The T9~~~~ton Unl\erocty, 19)7·1944, Prof aaor of Phlloaopbf, Reels Colle,c, 
EDWARD H. WINTERGALEN, S.J 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS 
A.B. , St. Loui• Uneveroity, 1929; M A 19ll. M S.C., 1940. 
lnatructor .. en EngiCJh and Loun. Rockburat He,b chocl, 19}1•1932; lo· 
ocructor 10 Englub and Laten, Campeon H•cb S<bool. 19H•I9H. lo· 
atruc_tor an ~conomaca. St Lou11 Unavcraaty. 1940..1942; lrutrvctor Ul Ecoo 
nomeca, Reg11 College, 1942·1945; Al111tant Profcoaor ol Econoauca, R<a" Colle&e, 194S•. 
T. RAYMOND YOUNG 
LECTURER IN ACCOUNTING 
B.S.C., Uncverscty of Denvu, 1914; C P.A., 1919. 
rcturer in Accountene. Unever111f of Denver. 19:0·I'lH; 
-.-- ecturer 10 Accountcng, Reg11 College, 1935·19)6. 1946·. 
On leave of abaence for atudy, 1944. 
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TO RETURNING SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN 
Regis College cordially invites men and women honorably dis· 
charged from the Armed Forces of the United States to avail them· 
selves of the educational opportunities provided either in the day 
division (men ) or the downtown division ( men and women) of the 
College. 
Regis College affords the veterans opportunity to pursue the reg· 
ular Arts course, a course leading to the Bachelor of Science with 
specialties in biology, chemistry, English, history, mathematics, physics, 
sociology. Pre·dental, pre•medical, pre•legal work may likewise be 
taken. There is also a course in commerce with specialties in account· 
ing, business administration, economics, finance, marketing. 
Since many men who have served in the Armed Forces were called 
before their education was completed, the College will consider the in· 
diivdual needs of each returning student. 
The downtown division of the College will offer four·year pro• 
grams leading to certificates in the above special fields of business 
subjects. 
The emphasis on individual attention which has characterized 
Jesuit educational institutions in the past will be continued in an even 
more intensive way with respect to the returning veterans. The same 
close personal relationship between teacher and pupil which made study 
at Regis so profitable will be maintained. 
In general the College will follow the accepted practice of ac• 
credited colleges and universities in evaluating credit earned in service. 
It is strongly advised that a complete record of in•service work, 
whether through correspondence courses, in training schools, Army 
Specialized Training Program, or courses through the United States 
Armed Forces Institute, be sent to the Registrar, Regis College, while 
the veteran is still in service. 
Correspondence courses taken from recognized colleges and univer• 
sities through the U.S.A.F.!. will be transferable to Regis. Other 
courses given through the same agency may be accepted with credit 
after appropriate examinations. 
Those who present evidence of having completed the basic training 
course in the armed forces will receive eight credit hours in physical 
education and hygiene. 
For other general training and service experience credit will be 
given on the basis of the policies established in the "Guide to the Eva!· 
uation of Educational Experiences in the Armed Services," published 
under the sponsorship of the American Council of Education. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE 
Regis College is conducted under the au •pice' of the me.mbers 
of the Jesuit O rder. Its foundation wu la1d as far back a the p1on~er 
days of 1877. The College was authori~ed to confer degrees by Section 
1 of an Act of March 28, 1889. {Se~~1on Lav.-, of 1889, p. 121 .) The 
College was incorporated on November 27, 1893 On .April 19, 1921, 
the Articles of Incorporation were amended ~o 11 to change the name 
(rom "College of the Sacred Heart" to "Regis College." 
LOCATION IN DENVER 
Regis College is situated in the northwestern •ection of Denver, 
the College campus forming a part of the northern city limits. The 
campus is located between Lowell and Federal Boulevards on the wtl't 
and east, and between 50th and 52nd .A\'enues on the oouth and north, 
comprising more than eighteen city block~. The general level of the 
campus is hi2her than the ~urrounding property and thus commands 
a view of the fertile Clear Creek valley and the ma]e•tic range of 
mountajns which encircle Denver on the we t and gi\'e It distinction as 
the city of mountain and plain. The climate of Colorado is Ju;tly 
famous. Each year, students attend Regis who were unable to carry 
on their school work elsewhere on account of ill health: but who here 
successfully carry their studies while making a permanent gain in 
health. The College is served by two automobile arteriu and by meet 
car No. 28. 
STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES 
ULTIMATE OBJECTIVE 
. As a Jesuit Liberal Arts College. Regi• College has the 5lllle 
~nmary p~rl?ose as the Catholic educational ~y~tem taken in i~. en· 
t.Jrety. Th1s .1s bes~ expre~sed in the words of Pope P1us XI: T~e 
p~o.Per and 1~med1ate end of Chri~tian education is to cooperate wtth d1v1~e g~ace ln. formin~ the true and perfect Chri~tian, that i•. to form 
Chnst h1mself tn those regenerated by bapti•m . •• The true Christian, 
product of Christian education, is the supernatural man who thinks, 
Judges ~nd ~cts constantly and con•i•tently in accordance with right ~eason, 1llu~un~d by the supernatural light of the example and teach· 
1 ~1t. of Chnst; 1n other words, to u•e the current term, the true and 
fmtshed man of character." 
IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVES 
It. is in. terms of this end that the Jesuit College of L1beral .Arts 
c<_>ncelves Its ~peci~ function in contemporary .Amencan life Ob· 
C othslj., tf~nh It Will not neglect the field of religion. Instruction in 
a h IC bit and morals Will always be a part of its task. But it is 
not t e w ole. The Jesuit college by its traditions can never be con· 
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tent with simply presenting Catholicism as a creed, a code or cult. It 
must strive to communicate the riches of Catholicism as a culture, thus 
giving the modern man a coign of vantage whence to view with under• 
standing not merely the facbi in the natural order, but those in the 
supernatural order also, those faebi which give meaning and coherence 
to the whole life. 
Jesuit education regards the college of liberal arbi as the heart of 
its system. It is through the instrumentality of such colleges that 
Catholic leaders will be formed, men and women who have been 
trained spiritually and intellectually in the Catholic sense, who have 
intelligent and apprec1atwe contact with Catholicism as a culture, who 
through their general education in the college of arbi have so developed 
their powers of mind and heart and will that they can take an active 
part in the service of Church and society. 
The Jesuit college, in ibi teaching, aims at reaching the whole man, 
his intellect, his will, his emotions, his senses, his imagination, his 
aesthetic sensibilities, his memory, and his powers of expression. It 
seeks to lift up man's whole being to that broad, spiritual outlook on 
life whereby he not only understands and appreciates the fact that 
our entire social heritage is bound up with the Truth, Goodness and 
Beauty of God as seen in Revelation, Nature, Art, and Language, but 
is likewise willing and ready to become identified with those activities, 
individual as well as collective, that make for the sanctification of the 
individual and the betterment of society. 
The Jesuit college strives to provide a broad foundation in gen• 
eral education, upon which advanced study in a special field may be 
built. 
PHYSICAL TRAINING 
Although the physical well-being and trammg of the student$ is 
of secondary importance in educational systems, inasmuch as it must 
be subordinated to mental and moral development, the College au• 
thorities have never overlooked its relative place and value. 
MEMBERSHIP IN EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 
Regis College holds membership in the Jesuit Educational Associa• 
tion, the National Catholic Educational Association, and the American 
Association of Collegiate Registrars. 
BUILDINGS 
The college buildings are located on a shaded campus of ninety• 
five acres: The Administration Building; The Gymnasiwn; The Regis 
College Stadium; Carroll Hall, a residence hall in which single, well 
ventilated, steam heated, electric lighted rooms are available for col-
lege students. Boarding studenbi must furnish bed linens ( 2 pillow 
cases, 4 sheebi), face and bath towels--all clearly marked with student's 
name. Other bedding is furnished by the college. Each room is fur• 
nished with a study table and bookrack, chair, built•in closet, hot and 
cold water. 
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UBRARY 
The College L1brary, located 10 the Admmutrauon Buildmg, con• 
tains approximately 47,000 .. otumcs, and offers ample facilitit~ for 
study. It 1s open on cia days from 8 30 A M unul 4 30 P M, and 
on Saturday from 8:30 A . M unul 12 noon. 
By arrangement w1th the Denver Public labrary books may ~ 
borrowed for an indefimte period. The Re as Labr11ry enJOY' the tptdal 
privilege of beang a depo atory labrary for S Government documenu. 
The facilities of the B1bliographacal Center for Re arch an also a\'lil• 
able. 
LABORATORIES 
The Biology, Chemi try, Physacal Laboratone are looted an Car· 
roll H all Nece!'Sary apparatus and upplacs for undergraduate ... 'Ork are 
supplied. 
SEISMIC OBSERVATORY 
The Seismic Ob~ervatory s t tabli•hed in 1909. The irutrumeot 
room is located in the Admana trataon BUlldmg. 
The Jesuit Seasmological A ociauon ha axteen muons an the 
United States. All the •tations depend on the Central tataon, locattd 
at St. Louis University, St Louas, lvh oura They exchange re~:t 
with practically all the rations of the "''Orld enga ed in KUmologacal 
research. Through the courtesy of "Seaence Se~tce," Washmgton, 
D. C., the stations exchange telegrnma ammediately after Luge quuu 
have been registered, in order to locate then epac:enten u euly u 
possible. 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
. -r:~e College pro., ide~ for and encourages a variety of tudent 
actlv!taes and organiution~ in •o far ., they promote ... holesomt en• 
tertaanment an~ .e?C perience, a~ well a the obJtCthes of the College. 
All st~de~t acuvatles are under the •upcrvision of the faculty Student organa~a~ons must secure the approval of the Student Counselor for 
all meetings and programs. 
EUGmiUTY RULES 
Stu~ents takin~ part in public collegiate performance or conrc:-ts. 
acad~m~~ or athleuc, and tho~e appointed to the taffs of the College 
publacatlons, as well as all off1cers of tudent organa~uons. arc rubJect 
to the foUowing eligabtlaty rules: 
~-~~ey must be enrolled in at least t'III.'Cl~e seme er hours "'-ork: 
- loa ey m~st have pa• ed at least ~·o·thard of the normal tudent 
d dunng the la•t erne tcr an rc: adcnce 
3- They must not be under of1'1 : I eel' .; of any kind. 
SODALITY OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY 
l
.ts ThebSoda~ity aims to develop a pmt o C thobc leader h1p amon& 
mem ers m keep' · h h h th Church toda 1 mg Wit t e w "le epint of lay leader hap in c 
sonal JoyaJtyyt rc~r!me purpo e I If de~dopml'nt and I deep pe~· 
0 nst and H1 Vargan Mother. Th~ development IS 
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expected to express itself in Catholic activities, both intellectual and 
apostolic. 
THE STUDENT COUNCIL 
The Student Council is com posed of students in all the classes 
and organi~ations of Regis College. It aims to strengthen the union 
between the students of the various classes and organ~ations; to facili· 
tate the establishment of new college activities; to stimulate interest 
in such activities by allowing them to be planned and directed by the 
students; to facilitate the exchange of ideas between the students and 
the faculty; finally, it cultivates responsibility and initiative. 
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
The students of the College, under faculty supervlSion, issue a 
newspaper, The Brown and Gold, published twice monthly; Editor-
in-chief is named by the faculty moderator; he and his assistants are 
chosen on the basis of merit and interest in such work. 
FORENSICS 
The debating squad is open to students whose interests and abilities 
are such as to merit this privilege. Intercollegiate debates are arranged 
with institutions in the Rocky Mountain region; intra·squad debates 
have been held before organizations and societies. 
DRAMATICS 
Ample opportunity for expression is provided for those who dis· 
play interest and talent in dramatics. Plays are enacted publicly and 
privately. 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB 
An organuation stimulating interest in world affairs, particularly 
as they affect the individual, this club has accomplished much in guid· 
ing its members to a clearer perspective of both current and past his· 
tory. Meetings are held monthly, and the programs include lectures, 
papers, and book reviews followed by discussion. It is open to all 
students. 
THE CHORAL CLUB-ORCHESTRA 
Memberships in these clubs is open to all of the students whose 
ab1lities and interests merit their inclusion. 
THE CHEMISTRY CLUB 
This organization is com posed of students who manifest a special 
interest in Chemistry. Meetings are held monthly under the direction 
of instructors. 
THE DELTA SIGMA 
The Delta Sigma Commerce Club was founded and incorporated 
under the laws of the State of Colorado by Professor Everett S. Bailey's 
students in 1926. The purpose of the club is to promote interest in 
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commercial subjects, and al o, to fo tu a J"lrlt of t:ood fellllWihip an~ sportsman~hp among 1ts members. Membl'r h11" m Alrha chapter IS 
limited to men students who have auccessfully comrleted one semuter 
of accountmg. Membership m Beta charter u limited to women 5tu· 
dents who have successfully completed one .cme tcr m a commerCill 
course. 
THE UTERA TURE CLUB 
This club bas for its purpo e the fo tcnng of a lo\C of t~e. right 
type of intellectual enjoyment and the encouragement and tra!nmg of 
college men who are interested in wnting. Meetin& arc htld b1·month• 
ly at the homes of members. 
CHAPEL EXERCISES 
O n Friday mormng at 8 ~0 chapel exerc1 es of a trictly reliRIOU5 
character are h eld for all students in the College Chapel. All Catholic 
students are required to attend. 
Resident students are required to attend Mass in the chapel of 
Carroll H all at an earlier time on Friday. Attendance on other da)'l 
is optional. 
STUDENT RETREAT 
Each year, the Spiritual Exerc1 es of St. lgnatiut Loyola are gi,·en 
fo r the students. Attendance at the Retreat 1 obligatory for Catholic 
students. N on•Catholic students are In\ 1t1:d to attrnd. 
DISCIPLINE 
.T he ed~caional system employed by the College mcludes, as one 
of 1ts prom10ent features, the formation of character. For this reason, ~he discipline, while considerate, and largely a matter of atudent morale, 
I ~ firm, espe~ally ~hen the good of the atudent body and the reputa• 
t1?n of the mst1tut10n are concerned. Matters of d1•cipline are auper• 
v1sed by the D ean and the Committee on D•sc1phne. In the 1ntere<ts 
of the common weal, students who conduct them el\'es in a manner 
contrary to the College standards of conduct w1ll be d1smissed . 
Besides the professors and authonoes of the College, to whom the 
st~den~ may ~ave recourse in the difficultie which may beset him. a 
pnest IS appo10ted to act as a counselor to any and all the ltudents in 
whate.ver concerns their welfare, but above all 10 what concerns their 
~oh-shenc.e a.nd the. formation of character. There are many things 
th IC a.nse 10 the hfe .of a young man at College in which he needi 
.e advlfce hof ,on~ who IS experienced, and is at the ~arne ume ready to 
gslved a act er s Interest tQ the student. Thl need IS supplied by the 
tu ent ounselor. 
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
Students may m k 1· · " 'd for wo k h · h h a C app lcauon to the Committee on Student ,.. 
any f rd w IC t e ollege IS able to provide. It is understood that 
un 5 so earned by the student w1ll be u ed in paying for tuition or 
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board and room. In order to consider any student's application for 
employment, the Committee will require that the student's transcript 
of credits be on file in the Registrar's office. 
Students will be advised against taking employment of such a 
nature as will prevent their doing satisfactory work in their courses. 
If a student accepts employment for more than three hours on class 
days, he will be required to reduce the number of semester hours car• 
ried. No student should rely on outside work during the school terms 
to pay all expenses. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
An annual scholarship is provided by the donation of $200.00. A 
permanent scholarship, which entitles the founder to keep one student 
designated by him and acceptable to the Faculty free for one year at the 
College, is provided by a gift of $3,750.00. If the founder fails to name 
an incumbent, the scholarship will be conferred at the discretion of 
the Faculty. 
Through the generosity of friends, the College is able to offer a 
certain number of partial scholarships to graduates of the parochial 
and public schools of Denver and vicinity. These scholarships entitle 
the holders to an award of $300.00 ($75.00 each year) toward pay· 
ment of tuition. 
Holders of scholarships, however awarded to them, must meet the 
following requirements: 
I. A general average of B in each semester's work with no condi· 
tions and no failures, must be maintained. 
2. A scholarship covers tuition only and does not excuse the holde-; 
f rom the payment of other fees. 
3. The privileges of a scholarship may be withdrawn at any tim~ 
by reason of unworthy conduct. 
4. These privileges are also forfeited by non·use, and they may not 
be transferred by the original holder to another, nor resumed at will 
after having been relinquished. 
5. Renewal of scholarship each semester is contingent on holder's 
scholastic standing and conduct. 
THE SACRED HEART SCHOLARSHIP 
In 1901 the Sacred Heart Scholarship Fund of $1000 was estab• 
lished anonymously. The income is applied yearly in the form of a 
partial scholarship to a needy and deserving student. 
THE DESAULNIERS SCHOLARSHIP 
In 1912 Reverend Joseph Desaulniers established a fund of $1200. 
The income is applied yearly in the form of a partial scholarship to a 
needy and deserving student. 
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THE EUGENE HEl-;RY ROURKE MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP FU~D 
In November, 1929, the 1 ters and hen of Eugene Henry Rourke, 
La Junta, Colorado, e-tabh bed tbts perpetual Scholar btp Fund by 
donating the 5Uffi of $1 s,OOO.OO to Rrgt College The :ann~l~ncomt 
of thts fund, $600 00, i\ to be av:atlahlc to needy and dc.scr,'lDI •udcnu 
who are residents of Colorado, and tS to be appbcd on the npcnsr of 
tuition. By establishing the Eugene Henry Rourke MtmOrllll ·bolanl11p 
Fund, the si ters and hetr• of Eugene Henry Rourke have most gtn• 
erously provided for the education of four ne(dy and dcscrvtnll tru· 
dents at Regis College 1n perpetutty. 
THE WILLIAM J SCHOLL MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Mrs. Ceceha K . Scholl of Denver, Colorado, e tabh bed the \\'i\ham 
J . Scholl Memorial Scholauhtp Fund of S',OOO 00 on Scp:cmber ;o, 
1930, in memory of her on, Wtlham j . choll The: annual mcoree 
from this Fund i to be apphed to the educatiOn of a needy and de· 
serving student. 
THE FATHER PANT:\NELLA MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP fU~D 
On December 24, 1930, The John K and Catbenne S Mullen 
Benevolent Corporation e tabh bed a perpetual Scholanbtp Fund tn 
memory of Reverend Domtntc Pantandla, S J , by donating ~e 5UID 
of $15,000.000 to Rcgt• College. The annual 10come from thll Fund. 
$600.00, is to be avatlablc to needy and de er~tnl! tudrnt and II to 
be applied on the cxpen•e of tuitiOn. By r tabh hmg the Father Pan• 
tanella Memorial Scholar btp Fund, the hetr of Mr. and Mr John ~- Mullen have most gcncrou•ly provtded for four needy and desr~· 
10g students at R egts College 10 perpetuity 
THE JOSEPH T WARD ME~iORI.'\L 
SCH OLARSHIP FUND 
Mrs. Catherine Ward of Denver Colorado e tabh bed the JOKph 
T . Wa_rd Memorial Scholar htp Fu'nd of $2,0oo 00 on Jan~ry 26. 
1931, 1~ memo~y of her son, Joseph T . \Vard. The annual tncolllt 
from thts Fund ts to be applied to the educaton of a needy and deJC~' 
ng student. 
THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS SCHOLARSHIP 
K _Through the generoMty of the Denver C.~unol No B9 of tbc mg~~ of Columbus a four year chol:ar hip to Regu College i5 to be ~war e annuall_y to one high chool boy 10 the local area .. bo ranks 
bn thedupper thtrd ?f the male members of his cia . Application '" to 
e rna e to the Kmghts of Columbus. 
THE A. W . FORSTALL SCH OLARSHIP PorJ~j \ W .. horstall Scbolar•htp wa founded by hends of Fatbcr 
in the S~ato wftsCedl 10 thts manner to mcmon:alt;e ht> ooctenuiic lllo'Ork 
e o o orado. 
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PRIZE AWARDS 
Inter-Collegiate English Prize. A purse of $100.00 is offered yearly 
by the late Mr. D. P. Bremmer, of Chicago, for excellence in English 
essay writing. The purse is open to competition among the students of 
of the Jesuit Colleges of the Mid-West. 
Inter-Collegiate Latin Prize. A cash pri~e is given each year by the 
Very Reverend Fathers Provincial of the Missouri and Chicago Pro· 
vinces of the Society of Jesus to the winner of a Latin contest par-
ticipated in by students in the colleges of the Missouri and Chicago 
Provinces. 
The Campion Physics Award. The late John F. Campion of Den· 
ver, Colorado, founded this award for the best essay in Physics. 
The Anne R . Crean Memorial Award for Poetry. Mrs. Blanche 
Crean Carolan of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, founded the award in 
memory of her mother, Mrs. Anne R. Crean. 
The Knights of Columbw Elocution Award. The award is donated 
by the Knights of Columbus, Council 539, Denver, Colorado, for ex-
cellence in elocution. 
The Monaghan Award. Daniel G. Monaghan , M.D., of Denver, 
Colorado, founded the award for the best paper in Evidences of Re· 
ligion. 
The Monsignor David T. O'Dwyer Award. Monsignor David T. 
O'Dwyer founded this award for the best essay on some subject con· 
nected with the Constitution of the United States of America. 
The Sullivan English Award. The late Mr. Dennis Sullivan of 
Denver, Colorado, founded the award for the best Engli'h essay. 
The Mary J. Ryan Memorial Award. This award is awarded an· 
nually for the best work in the first year of Accounting. 
The Oass of 1929 Biology Award. This award was founded by 
the members of the graduating class of 1929 for the best essay in 
Biology. 
The Bishop Vehr Award. His Excellency, Most Rev. Urban J. 
Vehr, D.D., donates this award for the best essay on Promotion of 
Catholic Thought and Catholic Action in America. 
The A. W. Forstall Award. This award in Analytical Chemistry 
has been presented by friends of Father A. W . Forstall, S.J., to memo-
riali~e the work done by him in Chemistry and Science. 
RESIDENCE HALL 
Resident students live in Carroll Hall, a thoroughly modern build-
ing with single rooms. No dormitories, but a few double rooms are 
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available for students of the Co!!ege. Every room is provided with 
running water and with built•in clo~et. Trunks are not kept in the 
private rooms. The buiding also contains tiled shower room~, and 
lounge rooms. 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE 
The Medical Fee for resident students entitles them to the u~e of 
the infirmary, ordinary medication and one vi~it by the school physician 
It does not include special prescriptions or d1ets nor a stay beyond 
five days in the infirmary. 
All students will be required to take a physical examination at the 
time of registration or shortly thereafter. This examination will be in 
charge of the Co!!ege Physician. A record of each examination is kept 
on file. When necessary, appropriate advice is given to the student, 
and parents o r guardians are informed of any senous defect. 
Resident students, when indisposed, are expected to report their 
condition either to the nurse or to one of the Prefects in the residence 
hall so that prompt action may be taken. 
Advice given to students on all health problems is governed by 
such prudence as may be dictated bf a thorough understanding of all 
the factors affecting each individua case. Healthful habits of living 
are encouraged in the student's daily life by suggestions regarding 
hours of study and recreation, diet, exercise and rest. 
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TUITION AND FEES 
Payment of tuition and other fees should be made in advance 
either semi•annually or quarterly. If paid semi•annually, payments 
should be made at the opening of the school in September and at the 
beginning of the second semester about February 1st. If paid quar• 
terly, fees should be paid on registration, November 15, February 1 
and April l. Registration is not completed until all fees due at the 
time are paid and hence students are not admitted to classes until pay· 
ment is made. 
In case a student withdraws from the college within the first seven 
days of the quarter a total refund of the tuition and fees will be made, 
except the matriculation fee. After the first week of a quarter the re· 
fund of the tuition and fees will be made as follows: 60o/o up to three 
weeks, 40% between three and five weeks, 20% between five and 
seven weeks; after which time no refund will be made. In no case will 
the matriculation fee be refunded. 
No student may take a semester examination, regular or condition· 
ed, or receive any degree, diploma, or statement of credits, until his 
financial accounts are satisfactorily settled. 
All remittances should be made payable to "Regis College." 
Registration fee S 
Graduation fee .. .... . .. ... ............. ........ . .......... . 
Tuition and fees, per semester ............................. . 
Board, per semester ...................... . 
Private room, per semester 
Health service fee for boarders (per semester) . 
Laboratory fee (per semester, in each science course) 
Breakage deposit (in chemistry and physics) 
Microscope rental fee (per semester) .. . 
Conditional examinations, each .. .... ....... ..... .... .. . ................. . 
Examinations taken on days not assigned, each 
Late registration fee . . ............... ........ . 
Change of registration fee .............. . 
Duplicate transcript record 
Private room breakage deposit . 
Part time students, per semester hour 
College fee (for part time students) 
1.00 
10.00 
110.00 
170.00 
50.00 
2.50 
7.50 
5.00 
2.50 
1.00 
2.00 
2.00 
1.00 
1.00 
10.00 
7.00 
5.00 
Personal laundry is cared for by the student at his own expense. 
(Board and room fees are subject to change without notice, owing 
to present uncertain conditions.) 
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ENTRANCE PROCEDURE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
New students must make application for admi~~ton to the Dean. 
They must use the official Application for Admts<ion, coptes of whtch 
may be obtained from the Dean. 
All official entrance records must be received and approved by the 
Dean not later than September 1. 
SCHOlARSHIP REQUIREMENTS 
The College requires for admi<<ion the satisfactory completion of 
a four year course m a secondary school approvtd by a recogmzcd 
accrediting agency or the equivalent of such a course. The major por• 
tion of the secondary school course pre<ented by a student for admis· 
ston should be definitely correlated wtth the curriculum to wbtch be 
<eeks admission. 
All candidates for admi«ion must offer fifteen units in acceptable 
subJects. No student will be admited except on presentation of an 
official transcript of credits from the high •chool last attended. Cre· 
dentials which are accepted for admission become the property of the 
College and are kept permanently on file. 
The College reserves the right to refu•e to admit any student whose 
preparatory work is of such a grade as to create doubt regarding his f 
ability to pursue college work successfully. 
Satisfactory testimonials of good moral character must be pre<ented 
by all applicants for admission. Students wishing to transfer from an• 
other college or university must present a certificate of honorable dis· 
missal, and give evidence of satisfactory scholar~hip. Such evidence is 
a C·grade average in courses taken at the first in•titution. No course 
with a grade of "D" will be transferred. 
ADMISSION 
~ candida.te for admission shall offer fifteen acceptable units of 
credtt by certificate. A student may present the followmg certificates. 
1. A record sho~ing graduation from an approved high school. 
2. A record s~owt~g graduation from a non-accredited high school. 1 
school. Thts cenficate will be accepted provtsionally, conditioned 
by subsequent work. 
3. A record showing a minimum of fifteen acceptable units, even 
though the student has not been graduated will be accepted 
provisionally as above in 2. ' 
ADVANCED STANDING 
Students are admitted to 
the following credentials: advanced standing on the presentation of 
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I. Record of high school units. 
2. Official college transcript. 
3. Evidence of honorable dismissal from the institution last at· 
tended. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
A total of fifteen acceptable units as follows: 
English, 3 units. 
Algebra, l unit. 
Geometry, l unit. 
History, 1 unit. 
Laboratory Science, I unit. 
The remaining eight units may be electives; not more than three 
units may be from commercial, industrial or vocational fields. 
No student will be admitted to the College as a candidate for a 
degree after the beginning of the first semester of the Senior year. 
REGISTRATION 
FRESHMEN 
Freshmen will be on the campus during the three days preceding 
the opening of classes. These dates are specified in the calendar. The 
program for these days, known as Freshman Week, will consist of 
aptitude and placement tests for guidance purposes, conferences with 
the Dean and with advisers relative to studies and problems of college 
life, registration and payment of fees. Lectures and tours to acquaint 
Freshmen with the facilities of the institution, various student activities, 
health and physical education provisions, and the ideals and spirit of 
Regis College will be provided to insure the proper induction into the 
whole of college life. 
All Freshmen Must Be Present for the W hole of Freshmen Week. 
Registration for the program must be made between 8:00 and 9:00 
A. M. on the morning of September 6th in the Library of the Admin• 
istration Building, at which time instructions will be given. Those who 
fail to take the tests at the assigned times will be required to take them 
later at a fee of $1.00 for each test. 
CONDffiONAL REGISTRATION 
All official entrance records must be received and approved by 
the Dean not later than the last week of August. 
In cases where application for admission is made so late that this 
is not possible, CONDITIONAL registration may be permitted. In 
case of such conditional registration all official entrance records must 
be filed with the Dean not later than two weeks after the regular 
registration day, and it shall be the responstbility of the student to see 
that this is done. 
Students registering on any other day than that designated on the 
calendar will be required to pay a late registration fee of $2.00. No 
registration will be permitted after the second week of class. 
CHANGES IN REGISTRATION 
After the first week of the semester, change of registration will 
be permitted with the consent of the Dean and on the payment of a 
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fee of one dollar for each change thus made. In ca~ the change is 
made upon the initiative of the College authorities no fee is reqwred. I 
Changes in registration must be made officially in the Dean's office 
and must be approved by him. This applies to cour•es dropped •. cour~s 
added, and changing from one course to another. No change m regts-
tration may be made after the third week of the semester Students 
who drop a study without permission will be marked P on the records, 
and those who are permitted at thetr own request to drop a course 
after attending the class for five weeks or more wtll be given a grade 
of P or W, at the discretion of the Dean. 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 
THE COLLEGE YEAR 
The College year, running from the second week of September tt11 
the third week in May, compri~es thirty•two weeks, which are divided 
into two semesters of sixteen weeks each. There is a Christmas and 
an Easter recess. Legal holidays and all holydaya of obligation are 
observed. 
ATTENDANCE 
Each student of Regis College mu~t hoard and room on the College 
campus, or reside with parents, near relatives or guardian in Denver 
or its suburbs. 
No "cuts" are allowed in any of the cla~•es or laboratory sections. 
Each tardiness, defined as a student's failure to be present when his 
name is called at the beginning of class, will be counted as half an 
absence. The student coming late is responstble for seeing that the in· 
structor changes the absence noted at the beginning of class to a 
tardiness. 
On the campus when a student's unexcused absences equal the 
number of semester hours of credit in any course, he will be auto· 
matically dropped with a grade of "P". Ordinarily illness is the only 
sufficien t excuse for an absence. 
Absence~ incurred in. the tw~nty•four hours preceding or following 
a school hohday or vacation penod will be trebled. 
AMOUNT OF WORK 
( 
The semester h?ur is the unit or standard for computing the 
am?ur~t of a students work. A semester hour is defined as one lecture, 
recitation or class exercise, one hour in length per week, for one sem· 
ester. Three hours of laborat.ory work are equivalent to one recitation I 
hour. T wo hours of preparation on the part of the student is expected 
for each hour of lecture or recitation. 
. Regular work for freshm~n is sixteen hours per week. For all others 
1t may be from. twelve to e1ghteen hours. No freshman may register 
for more than Sixteen hours without special permission of the Dean . 
. I.n case ot students of longer attendance. advisers may grant per-!'fl 1551~n ~0 ta d mo.re hours than are regularly allowed after the stand· 
mgbo Bt e stu ent JO each study of the semester is examined and found 
to e or over. 
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GRADING SYSTEM 
A student's scholarslllp rating in each of his subjects is determined 
by the combined results of examinations and class work. For purposes 
of convenience in reporting, symbols are used to indicate an instructor's 
evaluation of a student's work in his course. 
"A" indicates not only high achievement but also an unusual 
degree of intellectual initiative. 
"B" indicates attainment above the average. 
"C" indicates work of medium or average attainment. 
"D" indicates work of inferior quality, but passing. 
"F" indicates failure. 
CREDIT POINTS 
A candidate for a degree must gain not only the number of credits 
required, but his work must reach a certain standard of excellence. In 
addition to the 128 hours credit necessary for graduation, each student 
must earn at least 2% credit points. 
No student will be advanced to candidacy for any collegiate degree 
whose credit points do not equal twice the number of his semester 
hours at the beginning of his last semester. 
For a grade of A in a given course, a student will receive four 
times as many credit points as there are hour credits in that course; 
for a grade of B, three times as many credit points; for a grade of C, 
twice as many credit points; for a grade of D, as many credit points 
as there are credit hours. For exam pie; a three·hour course in which 
the student receives A gives 12 credit points; B, 9 points; C, six points; 
D, merely three points. 
EXAMINATIONS 
I. In cases where a student claims knowledge of a given subject for 
which he cannot present official record of any kind, special examina· 
tions may be given upon recommendations of the head of the depart· 
ment concerned and with the approval of the Dean. 
2. Examinations in all subjects are held at the close of the semester. 
The result of the semester examination, combined with the studen t's 
class work will determine his grade for the semester. Unexcused ab· 
sence from the semester examinations counts as fa ilure. 
3. A condition due to failure to secure a passing grade in a semester 
examination may be removed by a supplementary examination. The 
supplementary examinations are held during the firs t month of the 
succeeding semester. They may not be deferred except with the con• 
sent of the Dean. Conditions not removed before the beginning of the 
next regular semester examinations automatically become failures. Re· 
moval of conditions by examination shall not entitle the student to a 
grade higher than D. 
CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS 
T hose students are ranked as Sophomores who have at least twen• 
ty·four credit hours and forty·eight points; Juniors, those who have 
sixty credit hours and one hundred and twenty points; Seniors, those 
who have ninety•two credit hours and one hundred and eighty·four 
points. 
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QUAUTY REQUIREMENTS 
Fa1lure or condition m 40'1c of his work in any •emt,ter renders a 
otudent liable to dismissal for poor scholar•hip. Exception to this rule 
is made only for weighty reasons and w1th the appro~-al of the com· 
m1ttee. 
Freshmen whose credit•point avera~:e at the end of their 6r t ytar 
is not at least l. 50 and Sophomores whose credit point·average at the 
end of their second year is not at least I. 7 5, are not ehg1ble for read· 
mission to the College in the following year. 
Low grades and neglect of worlc durmg a se~e<ter render a stud~nt 
liable to probation, and failure to improve, to d1sm1~•al or a reduction 
in his schedule with a permanent record of fa1lure m the subject can• 
celed. 
REPORTS 
Reports of scholarship and general progress are <ent to parents or 
guardians at every quarter. Semester grades arc determined by the re· 
suit of the semester examination combined w1th the ~tudent's class work 
during the semester. 
TRANSCRIPTS OF RECORDS 
Students wishing transcripts of records in order to transfer from 
this College to another or for other purposes should malce early and 
seasonable application for the same. No such statements w1ll be made 
out during the busy periods of cxaminauon and rcg1•tration. One 
transcript of record will be issued w1thout charge. A fee i• reqwred 
for all additional copies, namely, one dollar for each add1tional copy 
up to the fifth and five dollars thereafter. f 
COUNSELING SERVICE 
Informal cooperation and personal attention mark the relations of 
faculty members of the College with students. Students are urged to 
avail themselves of the opportunities to discu~s the1r class work, their 
programs of study and other problems with their instructors m the 
classrooms, about the campus, or in faculty rooms and offices. 
At entrance each Freshman is assigned to a class advi<er. Assign· 
ments are ma~e on the basis of courses of study, vocational choic~ 
and personal Interests. Students of all other classes will select the1r 
advisers. At times announced to the students conferences are to be 
held with advisers. Mid·semester grades and se:nester grades are 1ssued 
to. the st';ldents through the class advisers. Students are free to consult Wit~ the1r advisers concerning their studies, employment, vocational f 
choices, and the more personal problems of health ~ocial !Jfe and 
character and personality development. ' ' 
Students may consult with the Dean of the College at any time. 
Department. hea?s cou_nsel in matters of stud1es the upper·d1vision stu• 
dents maJormg m thc1r respective department. 
C In jddiftion to the counseling facihties descnbcd above, a Student 
ounse or or personal matters is available to the students. 
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DOWNTOWN DIVISION 
Regis College bas embarked upon a new venture. Reali~ing its 
duty to the community of Denver, it desires to extend its educational 
advantages to those unable to attend classes during the day. 
There are many men and women who already hold positions, but 
feel that they can better themeclvcs and the group in which they live 
and work by furthering their education, by plugging gaps either in 
their professional training or in their academic background. 
Another class of people which Regis h opes to reach through this 
Downtown division is the Veteran who lacks either the time or the 
inclination to pursue a full time daytime schedule. 
Without lowering its academic standards, the College will afford 
college credit fo r those satisfying course requirements in the Evening 
Division. There will be certain fixed curricula leading to certificates, 
especially in the commercial fields of Accounting, Advertising, Market· 
ing, Economics, Finance. 
Regis College is convinced that an investment of a few evenings 
a week will pay rich dividends in the cultural and business lives of 
those who take advantage of the opportunity. 
Admission: The usual requirement is fifteen acceptable high school 
units. Persons, however, over twenty-one who do not meet this re· 
quirement will be admitted provided they have sufficient intellectual 
maturity to profit by the work. Each case will be judged by the com· 
mittee on admissions. The downtown division is open to men and 
women. 
Attendance: Students who register for credit are expected to attend 
all class meetings. Those registered as "auditors" are free to attend 
or absent themselves as they wish ; these are not held to the perform• 
ance of assignments nor are they obliged to participate in the work of 
the class. 
Oasses: Classes with 
Tuition: Registration 
Late registration fee 
insufficient registration will be dropped. 
fee _ _ __ _ $ 1.00 
Tuition for each semester h our of credit 
Fee for typing course (per semester) 
Fee for shorthand course (per semester) 
---- ,, ______ ,,,. --- ... 2.00 
6.00 
25.00 
10.00 
Place: Classes are held in the Ferguson Building, 711·17th street, 
on the second floor. 
Refund: In case of withdrawal or dismissal a refund of tuition will 
be made as follows: 80o/'o up to and including the fifth day of the 
session; 60% up to and including the tenth day of the session; 40% 
up to and including the fifteenth day of the session; 20% up to and 
including the twentieth day of the session. The matriculation fee is 
not refunded. 
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DEGREES AND REQUIREMENTS 
DEGREES 
Regis College confers the Bachelor of Arts and the Bachelor of 
Science degrees with concentration 1n any one of the e five fields of 
knowledge: Language and Literature, Social Science, Natural Soences 
and M athematics, Philosophy and Religion, and Commerce 
GENERAL DEGREE REQUIRBMBNTS 
The general degree requirement~ for the Bachelor of Aru and 
Bachelor of Science degrees are as follows: 
1. The completion of 128 semester hours of academic work in 
which the candidate has earned at least 256 quality points. Por gradu· 
ation a student must have a C or 2.0 average in the cour•es taken <O 
that if he presents more than 128 •emcster hour<, he muH al•o have 
additional quality points to correspond. 
2. The completion of the prescribed lower·divi<ion courEes: 
English . .. 
Natural Sciences, Mathematics 
European Civiliz.ation 
Philosophy 
*Religion .. 
Physical Education 
Expression 
••Modern Language 
Latin (for A.B. Degree) 
•Not required of non•Catboliq 
••Including bigb acbool worlc. · 
Hra. 
l2 
6-8 
6 
3 
8 
2 
2 
12 
16 
Before being admitted to upper·divi<ion cour•c~ the student must 
have completed 60 semester hours of lower divi<1on work with an 
average of C. 
3. The co_mpletion of 30 semester hours in <trictly upper•divi<ion 
cfurses of wh~ch 18 hours of credit are to be in one subject in the field 
0 concen~ratJon _and 12 hours in related courses approved by the 
concentratiOn adv1ser. 
f 
4
· The completion of 15 hours of credit in Philo•ophy which may 
h r may fot be a_bpart of the field of concentration and of th~ 8 semester 
ours o prescn ed courses in Religion. I 
or ~~s~n his Se~ior year the candidate for a degree mu<t write a thesis 
li )d f pass wntte.n and oral examinations covering the major in the e o concentration. 
UPPER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS 
T o provide orga · · . . . gra•p of 
5 
nu.at.Jon, mtens1ve work and a comprehenSJve yea~. or atoili~ ~~= fibld hof knowledge, at the close of the Freshman 
st Y t e end of the Sophomore year, each student 
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must elect a field of concentration around which most of the work of 
the upper division will center. The field of concentration consists of a 
major chosen with the approval of the Chairman of the Division con· 
cerned, and a group of related courses to support and strengthen the 
major field of study. The field of concentration must include 30 scm· 
ester hours of upper·division work, 18 hours to be given to the major 
subject and 12 hours to the related courses. 
Candidates for the A.B. Degree must complete 16 semester houn 
of strictly collegiate Latin. 
GRADUATION HONORS 
A candidate for a degree who has made a quality·point average of 
3.0 graduates cum laude; one who has made an average of 3. 5 graduates 
magna cum laude; and one who has made an average of 3.8, summa 
cum laude. 
HONORS COURSES 
To permit gifted and industrious students to reali~e more fully the 
possibilities of upper·division work, a program of guided and independ• 
ent study under the name of "Honors Courses" is offered. 
The work will be restricted to the student's field of concentration, 
and hence may not be undertaken until the Junior year. A student who 
has maintained an average of B in his lower·division work with a 
quality•point index 3. 5 in courses prerequisite to his major may make 
application to the Committee on Honors Courses for admission to 
Honors work during his last two years. 
If his application is passed on favorably, he will consult with his 
major advisor and plan the work of the coming semester. A syllabw 
in each course in the honors field wt11 make possible the planning of a 
specific program. The student will not be ubliged to regular cia~ at· 
tendance. He reports to nis adviser once a week on the work ac· 
complished and plans for the coming weekly period. At the end of 
the semester he takes a comprehensive examination in the subject. 
A student who successfully completes his work of independent 
study will receive his bachelor's degree with a special notation for the 
successful completion of Honors work. 
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BACHELOR OF ARTS 
FRESHMAN 
Firat Semuter Credit Hra. 
Latin 1, 11. . 4 
English 1 3 
History 13 . 3 
Second Semuttr 
Latin 2, 12 
English 2 
History 14 
Credn Hn. 
4 
3 
3 
Greek or Modern Lan· 
guage 
Physical Education 
Religion 1 or 2 ... 
Freshman Lecture 
Latin 
Greek or Modern Lan· 
guage 
Mathematics or Science 
Expression 
English 80 
Religion 4 
3 
1 
2 
Greek or Modern Lan· 
guage 
Physical Education 
Religion 3 
SOPHOMORE 
4 
3 
3-4 
2 
3 
2 
Latin 
Greek or M odern Lan• 
guage 
Mathematics or Science 
Philosophy 1 
Religion 5 
JUNIOR 
3 
1 
2 
4 
3 
3-4 
3 
2 
Philosophy 131 . .. . 3 
Major and minor electives 6-9 
Electives and lower·divi• 
Philosophy 141, 1 H 
or 110 4 
sion hours remaining 3- 5 
Major and minor electives 6-9 
Electives and lowcr·divi· 
sion hours remaining 3-5 
Philosophy 125 . .. 
Major and minor electives 
Electives and lower·divi• 
sion hours remaining 
SENIOR 
3 Philosophy 126 
6-9 Major and minor electives 
Electives and lower·divi• 
3-4 sion hours remaining 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE- Natural Science Major 
FRESHMAN 
English 1 ......................... . 
Modern Language ........... . 
Mathematics 11 . . ... . 
Physical Education .. 
R eligion 1 or 2 
Science . . ........... . 
Freshman Lecture 
English 80 ....... . 
Modern Language 
Religion 4 . . 
Science . .. . .............. . 
Expression . . ......... . 
Elective ..................... . 
3 
3 
3 
1 
2 
4 
English 2 
Modern Language 
Mathematics 31 
Physical Education 
Religion 3 
Science 
SOPHOMORE 
3 
3 
.2 
4 
2 
3 
English 81 
Modern Language 
Religion 5 
Science 
Philosophy .... .. .. . 
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6-9 
3--4 
3 
3 
3 
1 
2 
4 
3 
3 
2 
4 
3 
• 
• 
, 
) 
JUNIOR 
Fint Semeater 
History 13 
Philosophy 131 
Credit H ra. Second Sem.,ter Credit Hra. 
Major and min or electives 
Philosophy 125 
Major and minor electives 
3 
3 
6-9 
History 14 3 
Philosophy 141, 155 
or 110 4 
Major and minor electives 6-9 
SENIOR 
3 
11 
Philosophy 126 .. 
Major and minor electives 
3 
11 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE-Social Science Major 
FRESHMAN 
English 1 
History 13 ... 
Mathematics or Science .. 
Modern Language 
Physical Education 
Religion 1 or 2 
Freshman Lecture 
English 80 ... 
Sociology 
Modern Language 
Expression 
Electives 
Religion 1 or 2 
Philosophy 131 
Major and minor electives 
Philosophy 12 5 
Major and minor electives 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
2 
English 2 ........ _ ........ .. 
History 14 .............. . 
Mathematics or Science 
Modern Language 
Physical Education 
Religion 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
2 
SOPHOMORE 
3 
3 
3 
2 
4-6 
2 
English 81........................ 3 
Sociology .. . .................. 3 
Modern Language .. ........... 3 
Philosophy 1 ..... ... 3 
Religion 3 .. .. ....... ... 2 
Elective 2-3 
J UNIOR 
3 
12 
Philosophy 141, 155 
or 110 . 
Major and minor electives 
4 
12 
SENIOR 
3 
11 
Philosophy 126 .... . . 3 
Major and minor electives _11 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE-Commerce Major 
ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
FRESHMAN 
Accounting Principles ... 
Algebra . 
Economic History 
Business Law Ia ( con• 
tracts) 
Freshman English 
Orientation of Mind 
Physical Education 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
Accounting Principles 
Mathematics of Finance 
Economic Resources 
Business Law Ib (agency, 
partnerships, corpora· 
tions) 
Freshman English 
Religion 
Physical Education 
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3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
SOPH OMORE 
Firat Semeate.r Credit Hra. 
3 
Second Semeater Crtdlt Hn. 
Advanced Accounting 
BusineS! Law Ilb (nego-Advanced Accounting Business Law Ila (sales, 
bailments, carriers) ....... . 3 
3 
tiable instruments) 3 
Principles of Economics 
Survey of English Liter• 
Principles of Economics 3 
Logic 3 
ature .............. . 
Survey of Western 
Civilization 
Religion 
3 
3 
2 
Survey of Western 
Civilization 
Introductory Statistics 
ACCOUNTING CU RRICULUM 
JUNIOR 
Metaphysics 
Cost Accounting 
Accounting Systems 
Business Management 
Religion 
Elective 
C.P.A. Problems Review . 
[ncome Tax Accounting . 
Business Psychology ... _ 
General Ethics .. 
Catholic Marriage 
Elective .. . _ ............ . 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
Rational Psychology 
Cost Accounting 
Government Accounting 
Business English 
Labor Economics . 
Theories of Corporate 
Economy 
SENIOR 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
C .P .A. Problems Review . 
Auditing .. 
M o ney and Banking 
Applied Ethics 
Fundamentals of Speech 
Elective 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
JUNIOR 
Metaphysics . . ......... . 
Business Management ... . 
Marketing .. ... .............. . 
Religion ........... , ............ . 
• Electives ........................ . 
I nvestments . ................. . 
Business Psychology ..... . 
General Ethics 
Catholic Marriage _ ·:::::: 
•Electives _ . . ......... . 
3 
3 
3 
2 
6 
Rational Psychology 
Sales Management 
Labor Economics 
Business English 
Theories of Corporate 
Economy 
•Elective 
SENIO R 
3 
3 
3 
2 
6 
Personnel Management 
Money and Banking 
Applied Ethics 
Fundamentals of Speech 
•Electives 
• Eitctivea may be taken from the 6elda of Economica or Buaineaa Manaaemeot. 
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3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
6 
' 
I 
I 
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COURSES PRELIMINARY TO PROFESSIONAL 
STUDIES 
GENERAL STATEMENT 
Students who intend to pursue profes~ional studtes after com• 
pleting the required collegiate work are urged to take a course lead• 
ing to a Bachelor's degree. Schools of law and medicine have increased 
their entrance requirements, so that a longer period of collegiate prep• 
aration is necessary. A Catholic professional man will need to have 
studied Philosophy from the Catholic viewpoint. 
The entrance requirements for admission to the curricula pre• 
paratory to professional studies are the same as those required for ad· 
mission to the degree curricula. 
DENTISTRY 
Students matriculating in dental schools will be required to pre· 
sent for admission sixty·four semester hours of college credits. The re• 
quirement for admission to schools of Dentistry can be met by the 
following curriculum: 
Firat Scmutcr 
Biology I 
Chemistry 1 
English 1 
~odern Language 
Religion 1 or 2 
Freshman Lecture 
Physical Education 
Chemistry, Organic 
Physics I 
• Economics 5 
*English 80 
•History 13 
•~odern Language 
•~athcmatics 3 2 
*Philosophy I 
FRESHMAN 
Credit Hra. 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
Second Semt.,tr 
Biology 5 
Chemistry 2 
English 2 
~odern Language 
Religion 3 
Physical Education 
1 
SOPHO~ORE 
4 Chemistry, Organic 
4 Physics 2 
3 *Economics 6 
3 *English 81 
3 *History 14 
3 •~odern Language 
2 •Philosophy 25, 31 
3 Religion 5 
Religion 4 
. ·············· 
2 
-.ei'ective. 
ENGINEERING 
Cred1t Hn. 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
1 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
2 
The first year of all engineering branches is the same at most 
recogni~ed Schools of Engineering. All the required . courses, except 
Surveying, are listed in the proposed program. Surveymg ts offered in 
many colleges as a summer course, so this work could be taken later 
without overloading the student. 
The second year begins the work of specialization at most engi· 
neering schools. The courses listed in the proposed program consist of 
courses which appear in nearly all branches of engineering curncula. 
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FRESHMAN 
~irat Semeater 
Chemistry 1 
English 1 
Credit Hra. Second Semtater 
Chemistry 2 
English 2 
Mathematics 40 
Physical Education 
Religion 3 
Credit Hro. 
4 
3 
3 
1 
2 
4 
Mathematics 11 .. .. ........ 
Mathematics 31 
Physical Education 1 ...... 
Religion 1 or 2 ...... 
Engineering Drawing 1 . 
Orientation ... .. .......... .. 
Ch em is try 13 
*Econom ics L .. 
Geology 2 
Mathematics 1 51 
Physics 1 
Religion 4 
•Etec.tive. 
LAW 
4 
3 
3 
3 
1 
2 
4 
Cr. 
Descriptive Geometry 
SOPHOMORE 
4 
3 
4 
3 
4 
2 
Chemistry 14 
*Economics 6 
Geology 1 
Mathematics 1 52 
Physics 2 . 
Religion 5 
4 
3 
4 
3 
4 
2 
The m1mmum requirement for admission to law schools, in addi• 
tion to high school work, is sixty•four semester hours of collegiate 
training. This minimum is not acceptable to all schools. Regis College 
advises four years of college work. However, it accepts students for a 
shorter program of preparation for law schools. 
Students planning on entering a law school should register for 
the A.B., or B.S. curriculum and choose their electives under the direc• 
tion of their adviser. 
MEDICINE 
The minimum requirement for admission to medical schools is 
sixty semester hours of collegiate work, or a two·year program. In view 
of recent changes, it is better to plan at least a three•year program 
including Chemistry, Physics, Biology, English Rhetoric, Composition, 
and Literature, German or French. 
Minimum Subject Requirements. The credits submitted must 
ordinarily include the stated number of credit hours in certain specified 
subjects as follows: 
a. English 
b. General Inorganic Chemistry 
c. Organic Chemistry 
d. Biology . . ...... . 
e. Physics 
f. Foreign Language . . . . 
6 hours 
8 hours 
4 hours 
8 hours 
8 hours 
8 hours 
g. Additional credit in subjects other than physical 
and biological sciences, at least 12 hours 
h. Additional college credit to total 60 semester hours. 
The following curriculum is advised: 
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Firat Scmetter 
Biology I 
Chemistry 
English I 
Mathematics II 
Physical Education 
Religion I or 2 
Freshman Lecture 
FRESHMAN 
Credit Hra. 
4 
4 
3 
3 
1 
2 
Second Semuter 
Biology 5 
Chemistry 2 
English 2 
Mathematics 31 
Physical Education 
Religion 3 
SOPHOMORE 
Biology 21 . .. .......... . 5 Biology 51 
4 Chemistry 14 Chemistry 13 . 
Modern Language ...... . 
English 80 . .. ......... . 
Religion 4 
Biology 131 
Chemistry 142 
Philosophy 131 
Physics I 
Biology 141 .................. . 
3 Modern Language 
3 Philosophy 1 
2 Religion 5 
JUNIOR 
5 Chemistry 143 
4 Philosophy 141, 155 
3 or 110 
4 Physics 2 
3 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
Credit Hro. 
4 
4 
3 
3 
I 
2 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2 
4 
4 
4 
The courses of instruction here listed are arranged by divisions. 
The departments are grouped alphabetically within the divisions. 
Courses numbered 1·99 are intended primarily for Freshmen and 
Sophomores; courses numbered 100·199 are intended for Juniors and 
Seniors. Sophomores may enroll in them if they have sufficient reason; 
permission in writing must be secured from the Dean. 
Some courses, especially courses in the 100 group, are given only 
in alternate years. The Faculty, moreover, reserves the right to with· 
draw any course for which there is not a sufficient number of appli· 
cants. 
When a course with the same content is given as a two semester 
hour instead of a three semester hour course, a capital "A" follows the 
course number in the printed schedules and official transcripts; when 
a two semester hour course is extended to three semester hours a capital 
"X" follows the course number. 
Unless otherwise specified, the Concentration Major will consist 
of 18 semester hours of upper-division work. The Concentration Minor 
consists of 12 hours of upper-division courses. 
DNISION OF LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
EN GUSH 
The English courses aim at developing in the student powers of 
understanding and discriminating reading, and of effective written and 
oral expression ; the use of critical principles and models of comparison 
- H-
in Judging the principal forms, movements and authors; a knowledge 
of the development and cultural bearings of the main types and move• 
ments of English and American literatures; and any latent talent for 
creative and critical work. 
PREREQUISITES FOR CONCENTRATION MAJOR 
ENGUSH I OR 15, 2, 80, 81 
0. Elementary English. 
A course imposed without credit during Freshman year on 
those Freshmen who prove deficient in English as taught 
on the High School level. An examination to determine 
such deficiency is given to all Freshmen in the first school• 
week in September. 
I. Rhetoric and Composition. 
A course in the essentials of Rhetoric; w'th special em· 
phasis on expository writing. Three credit hours. 
2. Rhetoric and Composition. 
A continuation of the study of Rhetoric. Original com· 
positions in argument, description, and narration. Required 
of all Freshmen. Prerequisite to all courses following. 
Three credit hours. 
3. Rhetoric and Composition. 
One semester. Two credit hours. 
4. Rhetoric and Composition. 
One semester. Two credit hours. 
English 1 and 2 are required ordinarily of all Freshmen. However, 
those who show a high proficiency in the English placement test, will 
not be required to take English 1, but may carry English 15 instead. 
15. The English Essay 
The h.ist?ry and theory of essay writing. Creation and 
apprectatlon of types, such as critical, reflective, descrip· 
ttve, the formal and familiar, essays. Three credit hours. 
4 I. Journalism. 
A course in the theory and practice of journalism open 
to members of the staff of the Brown and Gold. One credit 
hour. 
80. Survey of English Literature. 
A re.view of authors and their works from the origin of 
Enghsh ~etters to the Romantic Revival. Outside readjngs 
are ~equtred to supplement the work done in class. Three 
credtt hours. 
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81. Survey of English Literature. 
A review of authors and their works from the Romantic 
Revival to the end of the Victorian Era. Outside readings 
are assigned for written criticism. Three credit hours. 
106. Introduction to Chaucer. 
Reading and study, principally in the Canterbury Tales. 
Given 1941·42 and alternate years. Three credit hours. 
121. English Rena.i5$atlce Poetry and Prose. 
Readings and study in Skelton, St. Thomas More, Spenser, 
Donne, Jonson, Carew, George Herbert, Herrick, Browne, 
and other important English non-dramatic literature from 
1500 to 1660, exclusive of Milton. Given 1942·43 and 
alternate years. Three credit hours. 
124 {157) . Shakespeare. 
Introduction to Shakespeare's work in its relation to con• 
temporary writing, stage conditions, and social and cui· 
tural backgrounds. Reading and study of a group of 
Shakespeare's comedies, historie~. and tragedies, with an 
analysis of his techniques of metaphor and imagery. Given 
194 1·42 and alternate years. Three credit hours. 
134 {183). The Age of Milton. 
Reading and study of Parac:lise Lost and some of the 
masques, lyrics, and prose writings. A comparison of these 
writings with those of some contemporary poets in the 
"metaphysical" and dramatic traditions. Given 1941·42 and 
alternate years. Three credit hours. 
143. The Age of Dryden, Pope, and Johnson. 
Readings in Dryden, Swift, Pope, Johnson, and their con• 
temporaries. An introduction to the principal currents of 
literary theory and practice leading into and characteristic 
of the eighteenth century. Given 1942·43 and alternate 
years. Three credit hours. 
151 (147). The Romantic Movement. 
Reading and study of late eighteenth-century and early 
n ineteenth-century literature exclusive of the novel and 
drama, with special emphasis on the poetry of Burns, 
Wo rdsworth, Coleridge, Byron, and Keats. Offered 1941· 
4 2 and alternate years. T hree credit hours. 
155 (145, 112). Victorian Poetry and Prose. 
T he principal writers of the middle and late nineteenth 
century in England exclusive of the novelists; especially 
the prose of Carlyle, Ruskin, and Arnold and the poetry 
of T ennyson, Browning, Swinburne, and H opkins. Given 
in the summer session, 1943, and every third summer. 
Three credit hours. 
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156 (125, 170). Newman and the Catholic Literary Revival. 
Reading and study of The Present Position of Catholics in 
England, the Apologia, The Idea of a University, and 
some sermons. The origins and influence of the Oxford 
Movement. The revival in English and American Catholic 
letters from Newman to the present day. Given 1942·43 
and alternate years. Three credit hours. 
159 (131). The English NoveL 
Reading and study of Defoe, Richardson, Fielding, Scott, 
Austen, Eliot, Dickens, Thackeray, Emily and Charlotte 
Bronte, Hardy, Meredith, Conrad, and Henry James. The 
early forerunners of the novel and its present trends in 
England and America. Given 1941·42; offered alternate 
years. Three credit hours. 
171. American Literature. 
A survey of the development of literature in the United 
States. Reading and study of the principal prose and 
poetry. Given in the summer session, 1942, and every 
third summer. Three credit hours. 
191. Practical Criticism: Poetry and Prose. 
Practice in analysis and appreciation of short poems and 
prose selections, contemporary and earlier, good and bad. 
Given 1942·43 and alternate years. Three credit hours. 
193. The Short Story. 
A study of the structure and development of the short 
story. Reading and analysis of modern types. Practice in 
writing. Given in the summer session, I 944, and every third 
summer. Three credit hours. 
199. Special Study. 
Credit to be arranged in each case. 
EXPRESSION 
Administered by the Department of English Language 
and Literature. 
1. Principles of Vocal Expression. 
~ practic:al training in the fundamentals of effective speak· 
~g: aud1ence analysis and control, voice, gesture, emo· 
nona! control. Individual criticism. Two credit hours. 
2, 4. Cardinal Principles of E££ective Public Speaking. 
Two semesters. Two credit hours. 
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3. Theory of Argumentation and D ebating. 
The development of a case: analysis of a question, con· 
struction of a brief, invention and arrangement of argu• 
ments, detection of fallacies; all studied in a practical way. 
One credit hour. 
S. Practical Oratory and Debating. 
Practice in actual debating and discussing proposttlons ac• 
cording to the general principles of parliamentary law. 
Criticism and discussion of both thought content and de· 
livery. O ne cred it hour. 
CLASSICAL LANGUAGES AND UTERA TURE 
Courses in Greek and Latin literature are used to acquaint the 
students with ancient culture and literature. Special emphasis is placed 
on the method of expression as well as the thought content of the 
ancient classics. The mythology of the Greeks and Romans and their 
philosophic systems are likewise studied and evaluated. 
ART 
1. O assical Art. 
A study of classic Egyptian, Greek and Roman architec• 
ture, sculpture and frescoes, with an appreciation of ancient 
mythology and literature from the earliest beginnings to 
the rise of Christian art. Two credit hours. 
2. Christian Art 
A course in Christian architecture, pamtlng and sculpture 
from the time of Christ to the present day, including an 
interpretation of Christian art in the light of contemporary 
life. Two credit hours. 
GREEK 
Major: Not offered. 
Minor: A min imum of 14 hours, exclusive of courses A and B. 
A. Elementary Greek. 
A course intended for students who have studied no Greek 
before entering college. It consists in the mastery of the 
grammar and synta,x, reading ~nd prose composition as 
outlined in G leason s Greek Prtmer. Four credtt hours. 
B. Elementary Greek. 
A completion of the work de~cribed under Course A. Pre· 
requisite: Course A . Four credit hours. 
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12. Plato. 
Selections from the Apology in Greek, the remainder in 
English. Introduction to Plato's thought, an.d appraisal of 
his position in Greek literature. Three cred1t hours. 
41. Homer. 
Reading and interpretation of portions of the Iliad or 
Odyssey. Three credit hours. 
121. Demosthenes. 
Selections from the Phillipics and the Crown; history of 
the developments of Greek oratory. Three credit hours. 
144. Greek Poetry. 
Selections from standard Greek poets; literary appreciation 
of their style and thought. Three credit hours. 
151. Sophocles: Aeschylus. 
Sophocles' Antigone or Oedipus King; Aeschylus' Prome• 
theus; lectures on Greek drama. Three credit hours. 
187. Greek Literature in English. 
Interpretation and appreciation of the masterpieces of 
Greek literature, based upon the works of standard trans· 
lators. Two credit hours. 
LATIN 
Major: A mtmmum of 24 hours, exclusive of courses C, D, and 
including Course 199. 
Minor: A minimum of 14 hours, exclusive of Courses C, D. 
A., B. Elementary Latin . Eight credit hours. 
C. Cicero: Sallust. 
Selections from the Orations Against Catiline, Pro Archia, 
and Bellum Catilinae. Themes from Sonnenschein's Gate• 
way to Latin Composition. Pour credit hours. 
D. Virgil; Cicero. 
Translation and interpretation of selections from the 
Aeneid and Pro Lege Manilia. Themes as in Course C. 
Four credit hours. 
Note: The above courses, C and D, are intended for studen~ who enter with insufficient preparation in Latin, 
but w11l not be accepted in fulfillment of the required 
college Latin. 
I . Latin Composition. 
S~dy. of the principles of Latin idiom and prose style. Ap· ph~atwn of these principles in themes. Required of students 
takmg Course 11. One credit hour. 
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2. Larin Composition. 
A continuation of Course 1. Required of students taking 
Course 12. One credit hour. 
3. Advanced Latin Composition. 
A continuation of Latin 1·2 intending to lead to proficiency 
in the idiomatic translation of passages from English au· 
thors. One credit hour. 
4. Advanced Larin Composition. 
A practical study in composition and style; the finer points 
of Latin style emphasized in written exercises. One credit 
hour. 
11. Livy. 
Book XXI. A study of Livy's style, particularly its diver• 
gences from the prose canons of the Ciceronian age. Three 
credit hours. 
12. Virgil 
A study of the Aeneid, selections from books VII·XII. 
Collateral readings on Virgil's style, the structure of the 
Aeneid, etc., required. Three credit hours. 
13. Horace. 
Selections from the Odes and Epodes. An introductory 
study to H orace's lyric forms. Three credit hours. 
14. Tacitus. 
Agricola and Germania. A study of the chief characteris· 
tics of the style of Tacitus. The prose of the Empire. Three 
credit hours. 
24. Latin Prose Literature. 
Introduction to life, works and style of representative 
classical Latin authors of prose. Study of technical terms, 
figures of speech, etc. Three credit hours. 
44. Readings in Latin Poetry. 
Introduction to life, works and style of representative classi· 
cal Latin Poets. Study of meters, with verse schemes, and 
technical poetic terms. Three credit hours. 
121. The Latin Fathers. 
Christian Latin compared to pagan in style and execution; 
Christian background studied. Stylistic devices. Selections 
largely taken from St. Augustine, The Confessions. Three 
credit hours. 
123. Cicero. 
Discussion of the several types of his works. Readings of 
the De Amicitia, De Senectute and Pro Milone. Three 
credit hours. 
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148. Early Ou-istian Latin Epic Poetry. 
The Christian poets of the fourth , fifth and •ixth centuries. f 
A literary study. Three credit hours. 
151. Selected Plays of Plautus; Terence. 
Discussions of the characteri<tics of Roman Comedy. Exer· 
cises in metrical reading in the plays. Three cred1t hours. 
161. Cicero's Tusculanae and Somniwn Scipiorili: Juvenal. 
His philosophy; eclecticism; views on the nature of the soul 
and the future life; the four great schools of Greek Philos• 
ophy. Selected Satires from Juvenal. Three credit hours. 
199. Special Study. Thesis. 
Credit to be arranged in each case. 
3. DEPARTMENT OF MODERN lANGUAGES 
The courses in modern languages are designed to fulfill the follow• 
ing objectives: 
1. A reading knowledge sufficient to fulfill lower-division require• 
ments. 
2. A mastery of grammar and syntax and an acquaintance with 
the elements of style. 
3. In the upper•division courses, a knowledge and appreciation 
of the literature of the language. 
FRENCH 
Major: Not offered. 
Minor: A minimum of 14 hours, exclusive of Courses A and B. 
A. Elementary French. 
~borough study of the rudiments of grammar; pronuncia· 
ban; vocabulary drill. Translation of connected French 
prose. Three credit hours. 
B. Elementary French 
A continuation of Course A . Grammar study; more in· 
tensive vocabulary drill ; study of idioms and gallicisms. 
French short·story read in class. Three credit hours. 
C. Intermediate French. 
Grammar review: with special attention to problems in 
syntax. (Texts: Bond; Les Pauvres Gens; de Chateaubriand, 
Les Ave!'tures du Dernier Abencerage; Chimard, Scenes 
de .Ia V1e Fran~aise; La Brete, Aimer Quand Ueme: de Mat~tre, La Jeune Siberienne; Malot, Sans Pamille.) Three 
cred1t hours. 
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D. Intermediate French. 
Continuation of French C. (Texts: Bond, Contes; Coppee, 
Dix, Contes; Daudet, La Belle Nivernaise; Halevy, L'abbe 
Constantin; Pargment, Gens et Choses de Prance.) 
123. Modem French Prose. 
Texts: Souvestre, Un Philosophe Sous les Toits; Coppee 
On Rend I'Argent; Maurois, En Amerique; Bordeaux, La 
Peur deVivre; Batin, Les Oberle. Three credit hours. 
141. French Poetry. 
French Poetry of the Nnineteenth Century. Reading from 
Alfred de Vigny, Alfred de Musset, Lamartine and other, 
with an introduction to French versification. Three credit 
hours. 
175. French Civilization. 
Medieval French society. Cultural tradition. Modern politi• 
cal and social institutions. Three credit hours. 
180. Literature to the Present Day. 
Texts: Chinard, Petite Histoire des Lettres Francaises; Des 
Granges, Histoire de Ia Civilisation Francaise. Three credit 
hours. 
187. Contemporary Catholk Writers. 
Three credit hours. 
GERMAN 
Major: Not offered. 
Minor: A minimum of 14 hours, exclusive of Courses A and B. 
A. Elementary German. 
This course is intended for students who have not pre• 
sen ted German for admission. Pronunciation; essentials of 
grammar; construction of German sentences; conversation; 
readings and translations from prose selections. Three 
credit hours. 
B. Elementary German. 
Continuation of Course A. Grammar; chief rules of syntax 
and word order; short compositions; conversation; _easy 
reading selections and translations from prose selecttons. 
Three credit hours. 
C. Intermediate German. 
Open to students who have credit for German A and B 
or who have presented elementary German for admission. 
Intensive study of grammar and vocabulary; dictation; co.m· 
positions; translations and conversation. Extensive readmg 
of prose. Three credit hours. 
... '----
D. Intermediate German 
A continuation of Course C. Completion of grammar 
study; study of the more difficult points of syntax; r~ad· 
mg of selected texts with themes ba~ed upon the reading; 
dictation; conversation and translations; poems. Three 
credit hours. 
101. (1) Advanced German Literature. 
Reading of modern short stories; special attention to liter-
ary characteristics. Three credit hours. 
102. (2) Advanced German Literature. 
Critical reading of a German drama of the classic or real· 
istic period; Lessing, Schiller, Goethe, Hehhel, Wilden• 
bruch. Three credit hours. 
103. (3a) German Scientific Reading. 
Courses 3a and 3h are designed gradually to prepare the 
student for the typical difficulties of scientilic texts. For• 
mation of words by derivation and composition; analysis 
and understanding component parts of words for scientilic 
reading. Readings and translations from scientific selections 
with reference to electric supply mdustry; the modern 
cities; the conception of the world; Medical research; 
Anatomy; Anthropology; Aviation; Biology; Botany; 
Radio; etc. Three credit hours. 
104. (3b) German Scientific Reading. 
Readings in Chemistry; Physics; Geology; Mining; Tech• 
nology; Mathematics; Meteorology; etc. Translations and 
interpretations. Three credit hours. 
180. Survey of German Literature. 
German conversation course intended as an introduction to 
the study of German literature and explanation of the 
text. A survey of German literature up to the 19th Cen· 
tury; presenting a view of the literary tendencies of the 
various periods in German literature. Readings and study 
of the contents of the chief works of the more important 
authors. Niehelungenlied; Meistersinger; Klopstock; Less• 
ing; Goethe; Schiller; Hebbel; etc. Three credit hours. 
181. Survey of German Literature 
An Anthology of German literature in the 19th and 20th 
Century. The purpose of this course is to give a presenta· 
tion of the significant movements and outstanding masters 
throu.gh rather liberal selections up to the present time. 
Readmgs from Hoelderlin, Novalis Tieck Grimm Bren• 
tana, l!hland, Kleist, Chamisso, St~rm, H;uptman~, Deh• 
mel, Rilke, etc. Three credit hours. 
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SPANISH 
Major: A minimum of 20 hours, exclusive of Courses A and B, 
and including 199 
Minor: A minimum of 14 hours, exclusive of Courses A and B. 
A. Elementary Spanish. 
Pronunciation; easy reading, with translation; regular verbs; 
parts of speech; construction of sentences. Three credtt 
hours. 
B. Elementary Spanish. 
A continuation of Course A. Constant practice in speak· 
ing and writing Spanish; special study of idioms; irregu• 
Jar verbs; difference in tense meanings. Prerequisite; Course 
A. Three credit hours. 
C. Intermediate Spanish. 
The more difficult parts of grammar; conversation and com• 
position; readings from Palacio Valdes, Jose. Prerequisite 
Course B. Three credit hours. 
D. Intermediate Spanish 
A continuation of Course C. Essentials of grammar study 
concluded; exercises in Spanish syntax. Readings from 
Jose and Isaacs, Maria. Prerequisite: Course C. Three 
credit hours. 
5, 6 Conversational Spanish. 
Two semesters. Four credit hours. 
101. Commercial Spanish. 
Must be preceded by or taken concurrently with Spanish 
C·D. Practice in colloquial Spanish, commercial forms, 
letter•writing, and advertisements. Luria, Correspondencia 
Commercial; current journals and other literature. Three 
credit hours. 
130. Oassical Prose. 
Selection from Cervantes, Don Quixote de Ia Mancha; St. 
Theresa, Life; Ribadeneira, Historia del Cisma de Ingla· 
terra, selections. Anthology of Spanish Literature. Three 
credit hours. 
140. Modem Prose. 
Luis Coloma, Jeromin, Boy, La Reina Martin; Jose Maria 
Pereda, Penas Arriba, Cuentos y Novelas; Saj, Europa 
salvaje; Fernan Caballero, La Gaviota, Clemencia; Valvu• 
ena, Estudios criticos; Selections. Three credit hours. 
146. Modem Poetry. 
Selections from the writings of Alberto Risco, Jose Selgas, 
Nunez de Arce, Zorilla, and others. Three credit hours. 
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180. Survey of Literature to dte Renaissance. 
Three credit hours. 
181. Survey of Literature from dte Renaissance. 
Three credit hours. 
184. Contemporaneous Pro~. 
Three credit hours. 
199 Special Study. Thesis. 
DIVISION OF PHILOSOPHY, RELIGION AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
EDUCATION 
The purpose of the courses in EducatiOn is to provide for the 
required preparation of those who plan to teach in secondary schools. 
Major: Not offered. 
Minor: Fifteen semester hours including course 122. 
1. General Principles of Education. 
A study of principles underlying education. The student 
will estimate the relative values of educational theories and 
agencies which direct and motivate the work of the schools. 
This course or course II is prerequisite to upper-division 
courses. Three credit hours. 
5. Character Education. 
A course dealing with the problems of mental hygiene, 
habit formation, moral adjustment, and the development 
of natural virtues. One credit hour. 
I I. History of Education. 
A survey of the development of educational theory and 
practice from ancient times to the present. This course or 
course I is prerequisite to upper·division courses. Three 
credit hours. 
103. Principles, Secondary Education. 
The development of secondary education. A study of the 
aims and functions of secondary education, recent growth, 
types of reorganization, and programs of study. Three 
credit hours. 
122. Educational Psychology. 
A practical applicati?n of the principles of psychology to 
the conduct of teachmg and to the learning process, laying 
stress upon those factors and laws which will aid in the 
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presentation of the subject-matter and which will facilitate 
the acqui~ition of knowledge. Three credit hours. 
126. Statistics. 
Three credit hours. 
141. High ScJ,ool Administration. 
Problems, aim, organization, and procedure in the ad· 
ministration and supervision of secondary schools; the re· 
lationship of superintendent, principal, teachers; the pupils 
and their needs; studies and allied activities; daily schedule; 
records and reports; graduation requirements; discipline; 
social organiutions; athletics; plant and equipment; exter· 
nat relations of the high school. T hree credit hours. 
151. Methods of Teaching. 
A study of the principles and practices relating to the 
instructional activities of the classroom teacher. This course 
is prerequisite to courses 155 and 156. Three credit hours. 
156. Practical Work in H S. T eaching. 
Practical experience in the conduct of classes under super-
vi~ion; lesson plans; individual conferences with supervisors 
of practice teaching. Four credit hours. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
I, 2. Physical Education. 
Lectures and practical work designed to inculcate skills in 
sports, gymnastics and calisthenics. Two hours a week; 
two semesters; two credit hours. 
3. Fundamental Principles of Football Coaching. 
Two credit hours. 
4. Boxing. 
Two periods a week. One credit hour. 
5. Advanced Football Coaching. 
Two credit hours. 
6. Corrective Exercises. 
Three periods a week. One and one·half hours of credit 
{N. B. Not more than six hours of Physical Education 
credit may be counted towards a degree.) 
HISTORY 
The purpose of the history courses is to give the student. a sound ~ackground of information concerning the experience of men 1n handl• 
mg the social, economic, religious, and political problems, so that the 
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student may be prepared to know causes and results of movements, 
and thus be adequately prepared to contribute intelligently to modem 
problems. 
PREREQUISITE FOR THE CONCENTRATION MAJOR 
HISTORY 13, 14. 
1, 2. American Government. 
A study of the theory, organization and functions of na• 
tional, state and local government. Offered bi·annually. 
Six credit hours. 
13, 14. Survey of Western Civilization. 
A n introductory course presenting a unified survey of 
W estern Civilization from ancient times to the present. 
Offered annually. Six credit hours. 
32, 33. The United States, From Colonial to Modern Times. 
The roots of American civilization, the struggle for in· 
dependence, the Federal Union, the clash of two cultures, 
big business, imperialism, social legislation, the contempo· 
rary scene. Offered bi·annually. Six cre&t hours. 
110. Medieval Civilization. 
A study of medieval, Christian civilization with special 
emphasis on the period of the high middle ages. Three 
credit hours. 
130. Colonial America. 
The European background for coloni:r.ation. The great 
colonial institutions in New Spain, New Prance and the 
English colonies, movements for independence, Three 
credit hours. 
133. Hispanic America, Republican Period. 
The history of our sister republ ics, cultural and economic 
conditions, international relations. Three credit hours. 
137. National America 1828-186S. 
The Jacksonian Era, American Expansion, the Slavery 
Question, the Civil War. Three credit hours. 
140. Nineteenth Century America. 
Reconstruction, the era of Big Business, Imperialism, W orld 
War I and A fter. Three credit hours. 
144. The West in American History. 
A stu~y of the rise of our West, with special emphasis on 
the h1story of Colorado. Three credit hours. 
ISO. Modern European Beginnings to 1748. 
The status of Europe at the dawn of the modern age, the 
Pro.testa!lt revolt, Catholic reformation, political absolutism, 
natJonahsrn. Three credit hours. 
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186. 
The Age of Liberali.mt. 
Political, industrial, religious and intcllect_ual problems of 
tbe nineteenth adn early twentieth centunes. Three credit 
hours. 
The Era of the French Revolution. 
Flowering of enlightenment. growing social problerru, Na• 
poleon, the Congress of Vienna and it.! failure. Three 
credit hours. 
187. Special Topics in European History. 
Selected topics offered to advanced students majoring in 
history. Three credit hours. 
188-189 History of Political Theory. 
An analysis of the writings and historical inOuence of the 
great political theorists. Two semester•. Six credit houn 
199. Special Study. Thesis. 
PHILOSOPHY AND PSYOiOLOGY 
The courses in Philosophy serve a~ integrating courst.5 in the 
different fields of knowledge and acquaint the student with tbe or• 
ganization of mental life They also stimulate the talent for specuauve 
and practical thouj!ht and give an enlarged appreciation of the dircity 
of human nature. In the final effect they are to give to the tudat a 
philosophy of life which conforms to the best tradition~ of Chri•tbn 
civilization. 
PRBPREQUISITE FOR THE CONCENTRATION MAJOR 
PHILOSOPHY 1. 
1. Logic. 
This course _is design~d to present to the •tudent the b1n 
of thought In a conc1<e manner. It will include !Uth 
1111
• 
ters as: th_e nature and acts of the mind: idea•: Judgl!lenu 
the syl)og1sm: the laws_ of correct rea<oning· induct:on and 
deduction; argumentatiOn and proof Required m aU • der~traduate curricula. Prerequisite for all upper-dms: 
courses. Lectures, three hours a week Three creda h rl 
3, 4. Guides to Correct Thinking. 
Two semester<. Two credit hour<. 
25. General and Applied Ethics. 
A course dealing summan1y with general eth. b 
of the moral law, conscience rights and de.,. t e ll1 e 
deals with right to property tire and' h Utld It a!ao 
rights and obligations of d~mestic and on_o~ an . .,,th the 
credit hours. CIVu •Odtty 1 
31. Psychology. 
A compendious course, embracmg the fundamental lind· 
ings of psychology and showing the application of psycho· 
logical principles. Two cred1t hours. 
110. Epistemology. 
Questions of epistemology; truth and error, the nature of 
fact and of certitude, the value of human te5timony, the 
criterion of truth. Two credit hours. 
125. General Edllcs. 
In this course are treated the subJects belonging to general 
theory; the nature of the moral act, the distinction between 
moral good and moral evil, moral habits, natural and posi· 
tive moral law, conscience, rights, and duties. Three credit 
hours. 
126. Applied Ethics. 
The application of the general principles of ethics to par• 
ticular, individual and social rights and obligations; the 
right to property, life, honor, the rights and obligations 
of domestic society; marriage and divorce; civil society, its 
nature and forms; the rights of civil authority; church and 
state; the ethics of international relation~. peace and war. 
Three credit hours. 
131. General Psychology. 
The nature of organic life, comciousness, the reflexes, sen• 
sation, perception, instincts, imagination, attention, learn· 
ing, retention, intelligence, origin and nature of the soul, 
the feelings and emotions, volition, motivation, individual 
differences, fatigue, and personality. Three credit hours. 
135. Educational Psychology. 
This course is the same as Education 122. Three credit 
hours. 
139. Mental H ygiene. 
One semester. Three credit hours. 
141. Ontology. 
The notion of being, act and potency, substance and acci· 
dent relation and cause. Two credit hours. 
151. Cosmology. 
The origin of the material universe; the constitution of in· 
organic bodies, organic life; the laws of physical nature. 
Two credit hours. 
155. Natural Theology. 
Natural T~eology, including; the idea of God, the proofs 
for the existence of God, the attributes of God and free• 
will,. the divine action in the universe, provid~nce. Two 
credit hours. 
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160. General Problems of Philosophy. 
A course in philosophical problems. Based on the writings 
of St. Thomas. Three credit hours. 
162. History of Ancient Philosophy. 
History of Ancient Greek Philosophy. In ancient Greek 
philosophy attention is directed primarily to the teachings 
of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle and to the systems of 
Stoicism and Epicureanism. Plotinus is taken as representa• 
tive of the Alexandrian movement; and St. Augustine is 
studied as the rnosL conspicuous example of the early 
Christian philosopher. This course is carried on by means 
of lectures and recitations and the reading of representa• 
tive selections. T hree credit hours. 
163. History of Modern Philosophy. 
History of Medieval and Modern Philosophy. In the study 
of medieval philosophy attention is centered on the origin 
and development of Scholastic philosophy and on the sys· 
tern of St. Thomas as the most complete synthesis of 
medieval thought. In the division of modern philosophy, 
Descartes, Locke, H urne, H egel, and Spencer are taken 
for special study. Among present-day tendencies, the re• 
viva) of Scholasticism and the trend toward realism are 
noticed. Lectures, recitations, readings and discussion. 
Three Credit hours. 
185. Oynamja of Socio-Economic Philosophy, 1700-1940. 
The course is designed to integrate the dominant political, 
social and economic philosophies current in Western Civi• 
litation during the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries. This 
course is required of all students majoring in history, 
economics, and philosophy. Three credit hours. 
199. Special Study. Thesis. 
RELIGION 
1. Survey of the Catholic Religion. 
This course is designed for those Freshmen who have h~d 
no religious instruction in high school. It treats of the ch1ef 
Christian doctrines as stated in the Apostles' Creed. Each 
article of the Creed is studied in detail. This is a corn· 
prehensive course in the first principles of Christian belief. 
Given in the first semester. Two credit hours. 
2. Survey of the Catholic Religion. 
Continuation of course 1. The Commandments; precepts 
and laws of the Church. Grace and the means of grace. 
Prayer. T he seven Sacraments. The sacramentals of the 
Church. This is a course in the fundamental principles and 
practices of the Christian life. Given in the second semes• 
ter. Two lectures weekly. Two credit hours. 
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3. The Life of Christ. 
A study of the life of Christ based on the four Gospels. 
The course emphasizes the Historical Christ, the human 
nature of Christ and His divinity, His muacles, the founda· 
tion of H is Church, His teachings, and His relation with 
His contemporaries. Given in the first semester. Two lee· 
tures weekly. Two credit hours. 
4. The Life of Christ. 
Continuation of course 3. Application of the teachings of 
Christ to contemporary moral and social problems The 
influence of Christ in the modern world. The principles of 
Christ's teaching and present•day Catholic, Protestant, Jew• 
ish and pagan thought. Given in the second semester. Two 
lectures weekly. Two credit hours. 
S. Christian Origins. 
An examination of the philosophic and historical founda· 
tions of Christianity. The existence of God as knoV{ll 
through reason; the possibility of supernatural revelation; 
the possibility of miracles. The Gospels; the Gospels as 
creditable Christian sources. The claims of Christ; proofs 
of His divinity. The establishment of the Church; the 
nature of the Church. Given in the first semester of sopho• 
more year. Two lectures weekly. Two credit hours. 
6. Christian Origins. 
Continuation of course 5. Testimony of History to the 
Church; the establishment of one Church; the primacy of 
St. Peter; the Church, a visible organization; means of 
identifying the true Church of Christ. Organitation of the 
Church; the primacy of the Pope; Papal infallibility. Given 
in the second semester of sophomore year. Two lectures 
weekly. Two credit hours. 
104. The Obligations of Catholics. 
An advanced study of the principles of morality and of the 
precepts of God and of the Church. An important part of 
this course is the analysis of cases illustrating the principles 
of Catholic moral theology. One lecture weekly. One credit 
hour. 
105. Sacred Scripture. 
!he existence, n~ture and extent of inspiration. The Bible 
m general. Spec1al problems in biblical knowledge. Old 
Testament: archaeology and the Bible; Creation and the 
Fall. New Testament: authenticity, integrity and trust• 
worthiness. The Bible as literature. One lecture weekly. 
One credit hour. 
112. The Formation of Catholic Character. 
l~tegr~tion of th~ Nat.ural Law with Catholic moral prin· 
c1ples ~n connectJon w1th the development of the integral 
Catholic gentleman; the relative roles of reason and revela• 
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tion in the guidance of conduct; application of moral prin· 
ciples to the life problem of the individual as a person and 
as a member of society. General principles of mental hy· 
giene; studies in moral maladjustment. One lecture weekly. 
One credit hour. 
13S. Selected Questions in Catholic Doctrine. 
Consideration of fifteen of the most important doctrines of 
the Church about which adult Catholics should have def· 
inite understanding. Among these are Divine Providence; 
human suffering; predestination; miracles; creation; eternal 
punishment; infallibilty; salvation outside the Catholic 
Church. One lecture weekly. One credit hour. 
138. The Supernatural Life. 
A course designed to clarify and systematite notions of the 
ascetical and mystical life. The nature and organitation of 
the supernatural life. The divine component, participation 
in the life of God; the human element, cooperation with 
God. The nature, obligation, and means of perfection. The 
stages of perfection. Survey of Mysticism. One lecture 
weekly. One credit hour. 
139. Catholic Social Action. 
A thorough discussion of the principles upon which the 
reconstruction of the social order must be based. This 
course is based upon the social encyclicals of Leo XIII and 
Pius XI. One lecture weekly. One credit hour. 
144. The Liturgy of the Church. 
The philosophy of worship ; the notion of sacrifice; sacci· 
fice in pre·Chnstian times; the Sacrifice of the Cross; the 
Sacrifice of the Mass; the principles and practice of social· 
ited worship; the relation of the Liturgy to Catholic Ac· 
tion. This course draws heavily on the history of Catholic 
practice as well as on the dogmas involved in the Catholic 
worship. Prerequisite: Course 136, The Theology of the 
Catholic Revival. One lecture weekly. One credit hour. 
14S. Catholic Marriage. 
A course presenting the Catholic doctrine on the married 
state; the Church's part in determining morality; Marriage 
as a Sacrament; the respective power of Church and State 
over marriage; pre•nuptial morality; prenuptial require· 
ments; general preparation for marriage; the rights and 
duties of the married couple; divorce, birth control, and 
allied enemies of marriage. One lecture weeldy. Two credit 
hours. 
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SOCIOLOGY 
1. Introduction of the Sciences of Sociology. 
The basic ideas and princtple5 of 60Ctology. The definition, 
purpose, field and divisions of •ociology; nature of man 
and the po~tulates; approaches to •ociology: social groups; 
social processes: products of social proces•es Three credit 
hours. 
2. Introduction to Social Probleuu. 
T his is a survey course begmmng with indu~try, worlting 
conditions, wages, umomsm, industnal co•operation, risks, 
unemployment; next considering the subjects of poverty, 
relief, crime, dehnquency, eugemcs, etc.; finally, the farm 
problem, the Negro problem, educational society, social 
service and Chnstian social action. Three credit hours. 
DIVISION OF NAT URAL SCIENCES AND 
MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY 
The purpose of the Btology courses is pnmanly cultural, that is 
to acquaint the student with the functional and structural aspects of 
living organisms, from the simplest to the most complex, and with 
their relationships. Such a traming, in addttion to tts cultural ~peelS, ~!fords adequate preparation for later profe,<ional ,tudies, partlcularly 
m the fie lds of medicine and denu try, and for teaching or graduate 
study in the biological sciences. 
PREREQUISITE FOR THE CONCENTRATION MAJOR 
BIOLOGY 1, 5, 21, 51. 
1. General Biology. 
A n introduction to the study of living matter The ele· 
ments of morphology and physiology are stressed and fund· 
amental viewpoints are emphasized. The study of the prop· 
erties of protoplasm, the cell as an organism, the cell.as the 
unit of structure in plant and animal organi:arion 15 also 
included. Two lectures, qutz, two laboratory periods a 
week. Pour credtt hours. f 
2, 3. Cultural Biology. 
Two semesters. Pour credit hours. 
5. General Zoology. 
A discussion of the morphological principles of the in~er· 
tebrate body. The increase in complexity of ~e ~anous 
systems IS treated from a com parauve viewpomt m the 
lectures. In the laboratory an intensive study is made of 
_,..._ 
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type forms from the Coelenterates to the Chordates. The 
value of the structures as basal elements of invertebrate 
anatomy, the principles of homology and adaptive radia· 
tion are stressed. Two lectures, qui~. two laboratory periods 
a weelc. Pour credit hours. 
10. Cultural Biology. 
A survey of general principles and discussion of practical 
applications to human problems. Emphasis is placed upon 
the physiological and behavioristic viewpoints. Demonstra· 
tion experiments will supplement the lectures. The course 
is of suppositional value to studies in philosophy. T wo 
semesters. Six credit hours. 
Demonstrat ion fee, $2.00 a semester. 
Note: This course does not satisfy pre-dental, pre•medical, 
or Bachelor of Science degree requirements. 
21. Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy. 
A study in the development and structure of vertebrates 
with detailed comparison of the organ systems. Prerequi· 
site: Zoology 5. 2 lectures, quiz two laboratory periods a 
week. Five credit hours. 
51. Vertebrate Embryology. 
Maturation, fertili~ation, and cleavage in various typical 
forms. Embryo formation in the chordates is studied and 
compared with some care. Prerequisite; Zoology 5, 3 lee· 
tures, quiz, 2 laboratory periods a week. Five credit hours. 
120. General Physiology 
This course treats of the nature of the life· process, the 
physico•chemical factors in cellular metabolism, growth, re• 
generation, and morphogenetic forces. This c.ourse is . of 
value to pre-professional students and those w1th a major 
in Biology. Lectures, two hours a week; laboratory two 
periods a week. Pour credit hours. 
12 1. Cytology. 
A study of the morphology of cells with particular re~er• 
ence to the junctions of cells in development and ~ered1ty. 
The course may include reviews of literature, mforr_nal 
conferences and an introduction to methods of cytolog1cal 
technique. Lectures, two hours a week; laboratory, four 
hours a week; one semester. For credit hours. 
131. Functional Anatomy. 
2 lectures, quiz weekly. 2 laboratory periods a week. Pre· 
requisite: Course 21. Four credit hours. 
141. Genetics. 
The history, evidence and principles of evolut~on and 
genetics tvith their application to modern . eugemc prob· 
!ems. Prerequisite: Course 51. Three credit hours. 
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lSI. Histology. 
The purpose of this course is to acquaint the student with 
the morphology of the cells and tissues of v_etebra~e ani• 
mals. The participation of the fundamental. tassue.s m th_e 
formation of organs and systems of organs as studaed, as JS 
their functioning in connection with the various life pro• 
cesses. Training is also afforded in the preparation of tis· 
sues for microscopic examination. This course is of par• 
ticular value to pre-professional students carrying a major 
in Biology. Lectures two hours a week; laboratory two 
periods a week. Pour credit hours . 
159. Consultation Course. 
See Professor to arrange content and credit. 
181. Biological Technique. 
3 laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite Course 1 or 5. 
Three credit h ours. 
199. Special Study. Thesis. 
CHEMISTRY 
The purpose of the courses in Chemistry is both cultural and pro• 
fe•sional. The general student is given an appreciation of the funda· 
mental principles of the science; the major is offered training in 
laboratory technique and a progressive program covering the elements 
of inorganic, analytic, and physical chemistry to acquaint him with the 
basic divisions of the science. 
PREREQUISITES FOR CONCENTRATION MAJOR 
CHEMISTRY 1, 2, 13, 14 
1. General Inorganic Chemistry. 
The study of chemical change, structure and states of mat• 
ter, preparation and properties of inorganic substances, 
calculations, equations, ioniution, chemical equilibrium. 2 
lectures, quiz, 2 laboratory periods a week. Pour credit 
hours. 
2. Qualitative Analysis. 
A continuation of course 1, applying principles already 
learned to qualitative analysis. Lectures on the separation 
and detection of ions. The theory develops the laws of 
chemical equil!brium, ionitation, etc. 2 lectures, quit, 2 
laboratory penods a week. Prerequisite: Course 1. Pour 
credit hours. 
13. Quantitative Analysis. 
Volumetric and gravimetric methods of quantitative deter• 
mination of ino~ganic substances. Theory and problem 
work are emphasat~d. I lecture, quit, "l laboratory periods 
a week. Four cred1t hours. 
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14. Quantitative Analysis. 
Continuation of Course 13. Prerequisite 13 . 1 lecture, qui~. 
3 laboratory periods a week. Pour credit hours. 
124. Physiological Chemistry. 
Lectures on proteins, fats, carbohydrates, en~ymes, diges• 
tive secretions, milk, foods, toxicology, and urine. Two 
lectures, quiz, and two laboratory periods a week. One 
semester. Pour credit hours. 
130. Physical Otemistry. 
Quantitative and descriptive study of the basic laws of 
chemistry; the nature of gases, liquids, solids, solutions, col-
loids; equilibrium, thermodynamics: kinetics, electrochem• 
istry. 2 lectures, qui2'. 2 laboratory periods weekly. Pre-
requisite: Courses 14, 143, Calculus {concurrently), and 
Physics 2. Pour credit hours. 
131. Physical Chemistry. 
Continuation of Course 130. 2 lectures and 2 laboratory 
periods a week. Prerequisite: Course 130. Pour credit hours. 
142. Organic Chemistry. 
The structure, properties and reactions of aliphatic hyrdo-
carbons and their derivatives. The electronic theory of 
valence is emphasized. 2 lectures, quiz, and 2 laboratory 
periods a week. Prerequisite: Course 2. Pour credit hours. 
143. Organic Chemistry. 
Continuation of Course 142 with attention directed to 
cyclic com pounds, especially benl'.ene and its derivatives, 
proteins and carbohydrates. Prerequisite: Course 142. 2 
lectures, qui2'., 2 laboratory periods weekly. Four credit 
hours. 
199. Special Study. Thesis. 
GEOLOGY 
1. Physical Geology. 
Introduction: the earth as a planet: an outline of its face. 
Minerals and rocks of the continental crust. Erosion and 
sedimentation: meteorological agencies: running water; 
subsurface water: glacier, the ocean. Igenous rocks. Meta-
morphism. Diastrophism. V olcanoes and Volcanism. Earth-
quakes. History of the mountains. Land forms. Prerequi· 
site; a course in Chemistry or Physics: Sophomore stand· 
ing. Lectures, three hours a week: laboratory, one period a 
week, and field work. Pour credit hours. 
2. Historical Geology. 
Order of stratigraphical succession. Pre•Cambrian times and 
rocks. Survey of the Paleozoic. Mesozoic and Cenozoic 
times. The Pleistocene and the glacial theory. Evidences of 
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Early Man. Theoretical questions. Prerequisite: course 1. 
Lectures, three hours a week: laboratory, one period a 
week, and field work . Four credit hours. 
MA TiiEMA TICS 
The courses in Mathematics are intended to aid in the development 
of exact and rigorous methods of thought; to give the student the 
mathematical background necessary in every field of science and busi· 
ness , to prepare for teaching or for graduate work in mathematics or 
science. 
PREREQUISITES FOR CONCENTRATION MAJOR 
MA TiiEMA TICS 11, 31, 40 
Course 11 is open only to those who have had three 
semesters of H igh School Algebra, and must be taken by 
students who intend to d o advanced work in mathematics 
or science. 
B. Solid Geometry. 
A course for those who have not had solid geometry in 
high school. Two credit hours. 
1. Intermediate Algebra. 
Review, quadratic and simultaneous quadratic equations, 
progressions, binomial theorem, determinants, variation. 
Three hours a week. Three credit hours. 
3. Mathematics of Fmance. 
A review of algebra: fundamental operations ; parenthesis; 
factoring; fractions, simple and compound; simple equa• 
tions ; system of linear equations; exponents, logarithms: 
equations, quadratic and exponential; radicals; binominal 
expansions; series, arithmetical and geometrical; permuta· 
tions ; combinations; probability. This is followed by a 
study of applications to business; methods of calculations; 
percentage; simple interest and discount; bank discount; 
multiple discounts; present worth ; equation of value and 
accounts; partnership. Prerequisite: one unit of high school 
Algebra. Three credit hours. 
4. Mathematics of Finance. 
A study of compound interest and discount; annuities; sink· 
i~g. fund~ and a~?rti~ation" valuation of bounds; de pre• 
CJ~t10n; hfe ":n_nUJtles; probability and life insurance; valu• 
atlon of pohc1es and reserves. Prerequisite: Mathematics 
3 or equivalent. Three credit hours. 
5. Business Mathematics. 
One semester . Two credit hours. 
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11. College Algebra. 
Content: Algebraic concepts and laws; the theory of quad· 
rauc eq~at1ons; simultaneous quadratic equations; progres• 
s1ons, bmom1al theorem; the theory of equations in the 
H orner's method; determinants; partial frac tions, etc., Pre• 
requ1s1te: Algebra, one and one-half units. Three credit 
hours. 
31. Plane Trigonometry. 
Trigonometric functions of acute angles ; the right triangle; 
loganthms; goniometry; the oblique triangle: graphs of 
trigonometric functions; trigonometric equations; the ex-
ponential series, etc. Three credit hours. 
40. Plane Analytic Geometry. 
The Cartesian plane, the straight line, the circle, the para• 
bola, the ell•pse, the hyperbola; transformation of co-
ordanates; polar coordinates; loci and their equations, etc. 
Prerequisite: Courses 11 and 3 l. Three credit hours. 
131. Spherical Trigonometry. 
It treats of the right and oblique spherical triangle and 
the astromonical triangle. Prerequisite: Courses B, 11 and 
31. Two credit hours. 
142. Solid Analytic Geometry. 
This course deals chieffly with lines, planes, surfaces in 
Cartes1an space; transformation of coordinates; general 
equation of second degree and properties of quadrics. Pre• 
requ1s1te: Courses B and 40. Three credit hours. 
151. Differential Calculus. 
Fundamental notions of variables, fuuctions, limits, deriva• 
uves and differentials; differentiation of ordinary algebraic, 
exponential, trigonometric and anti-trigonometric functions 
with applications to geometry and physics ; evolutes; the• 
orem of mean value; partial derivatives and differentials. 
Prerequisite: Course 40. Four credit hours. 
152. lntegnl Calculus. 
The inde6nite and de6nite integral, elementary processes 
and integru; geometric application to plane areas, len.gth 
of curves, volumes and areas of surfaces o f ~evolution, 
formal integration by various devices; in6nite senes; expan· 
s1on of funcuons in in6nite series: multiple integrals. Pre• 
requis1te: Course I 51. Four credit hours. 
153. Advanced Calculus. 
Solution of ordmary differential equations; various appu-
Ciltions of multiple integrals. Prerequisite: Course 142 
and 152. Two credit hours. 
154. Advanced Calculus. 
Two credit hours. 
199. Special Study. Thesis. 
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ENGINEERING ORA WING 
1. Mechanical Drawing. 
Lettering: orthographic projection; working-drawings; 
graphical representations; isometriC, oblique, and perspec· 
tive projections; plates and tracings. Lectures and labora· 
tory. Pour credit hours. 
10. Descriptive Geometry. 
Theory of orthographic projection. Intersection and de· 
velopment of surfaces. Perspective. Lectures and labora• 
tory. Four credit hours. 
PHYSICS 
Major: Not offered. 
Minor: A minimum of 15 hours. 
1. General Physics. 
Lectures and experimental demonstrations in Mechanics. 
Sound, Light, Heat, Magnetism and Electricity. Prescribed 
for Pre-Medical students. Must be preceded or accom· 
panied by a course in Plane Trigonometry. 2 lectures, qllU, 
2 laboratory periods weekly. Four credit hours. 
2. General Physics. 
A continuation of Course 1, 2 lectures, quit, 2 laborat~ry 
periods weekly. Four credit hours. 
The upper-division courses must be preceded or accompanied by a 
course in Calculus. 
103. Molecular Physics and Heat. 
Prerequisite: Course 2. Pour credit hours. 
104. Magnetism and Electricity. 
Prerequisite: Course 2. Pour credit ho urs. 
105. Advanced Course in Wave Motion and Light. 
Prerequisite: Course 2. Four credit hours. 
162. Mathematical Theory o( Electricity and Magnetism. 
Prerequisite: Courses 2, 104. Pour credit hours. 
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DIVISION OF COMMERCE AND FINANCE 
ACCOUNTING 
The objective of the courses in Accounting is to enable the student 
to possess definite knowledge of accounting principles and procedure of 
recording business progressions and retrogressions so that, at least by 
the end of his senior year, he can attain that grasp of business method 
that is expected of capable beginners in public or private accounting, 
that breadth and depth of g rowth that will best fit him to enter the 
fields of business and rise to executive responsibilities, that creative 
maturity expected of candidates for admission to graduate schools of 
business admin istration. 
PREREQUISITES FOR CONCENTRATION MAJOR 
ACCOUNTING I, 2, IO, II 
I. Accounting Principles. 
Theory of debit and credit, use of books of original entry 
including multi•column journals and controlling accounts, 
principles underlying accounting for sole proprietorships, 
the preparation of statements, closing and adjusting entries. 
Numerous illustrative problems. A practice set. Three 
credit hours. 
2. Accounting Principles. 
A study of the more involved procedures in accounting for 
the transactions of partnerships and corporations, including 
those of manufactu ring companies. Numerous illustrative 
problems. Two practice sets. Prerequisite: Accounting 1. 
Three credit hours. 
10. Advanced Accounting. 
Review of statement making and analysis. Comprehensive 
treatment of the problems of valuation and classification. 
Numerous problems. Prerequisite: Accounting 2. Three 
credit hours. 
11. Advanced Accounting. 
Special applications of accounting principles to peculiar 
types of enterprise. Consignment sales, installment sales, 
branch operations. Consolidated statements for holding 
companies and their affiliates. Receiverships. Liquidations. 
Fiduciary Accounting. Numerous problems. Prerequisite: 
Accounting 10. Three credit hours. 
120. Cost Accounting. 
The necessity of Cost A ccounting in modern industry; the 
methods used; factory organization; materials control; labor 
control; plans of wages payment and distribution to orders; 
payroll records; time-keeping plans and mechanical de· 
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vices; nature of manufacturing expense; selling and admin· 
istrative cost apportionment to products; cost systems. Pre· 
requisite: Accounting 11. Three credit hours. 
130. Auditing. 
The theory and practice of auditing. Purpose and classes 
of audits; detailed procedure in the vertification of original 
records; audits of cash, accounts receivable, inventories, 
plant, liabilities, capital stock and surplus; analysis of ac· 
counts and preparation of working papers; certified state• 
rnents and reports. Prerequisite: Accounting 11. T wo 
credit hou rs. 
133. Income T ax Accounting. 
T hree credit hours. 
135. Accounting Systems. 
A study of various types of accounting systems and of the 
principles of system installment. Prerequisite: Accounting 
11. Three credit hours. 
136. C. P. A. Problems. 
P roblems and questions selected from actual C. P . A . ex· 
aminations. A thorough drill in the methodical analysis of 
complex p roblems and in the preparation of the necessary 
working papers and statements required in their solutions. 
Prerequisite: Twelve semester hours of Accounting. T hree 
credit hours. 
137. C. P . A. Problems. 
Problems and questions selected from actual C. P. A . ex• 
aminations to present a review of the field of Accounting. 
Prerequisite: T welve semester hours of Accounting. T wo 
credit h ours. 
140 . Governmental Accounting. 
T wo credit hours 
199. Special Study. Thesis. 
ECONOMICS 
Instruction in economics courses is to acquaint th e student with the 
techniques and the limitations of economic analysis, to impart infor-
mation on the forces, institutions, and trends which condition con• 
temporary econo~ic c;>rgani7ation with the purpose of enabling the 
student to form mtelhgent Judgments and to make intelligent contri· 
butions to social reform, and to give him a specialized foundation upon 
which he can erect a professional or academic training. 
PREREQUISITES FOR CONCENTRATION MAJOR 
ECONOMICS 5, 6, 60 
1, 2. Fundamental Economics. 
Two semesters. Pou r credit h ours. 
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5, 6. Principles of Economics. 
Fundamental concepts; an introduction to economic analysis; 
a survey of the more important characteristics of the modern 
economy. T hree credit hours. 
50. Economic History of the U. S. 
A study of the five principal epochs of the economic de· 
velopment of the United States; the nation as a part of the 
old world system; Agricultural Era; America's modification 
of the Agricultural Era; origins of Big Business and Indus• 
trialism: World Markets and Commercialism: American 
domination. Three credit h ours. 
60. Economic Resources. 
The course considers the actual and potential industrial 
development and trade of nations and regions with refer· 
ence to resources, agricultural, mineral, power resources, 
and trade routes. Attention is paid to the changing sig· 
nificance of resources under the impact of changing 
technology. Three credit hours. 
100. Social Problems and Basic Social Principles. 
108. 
One semester. T wo credit hours . 
. 
Economic Theory. 
The course is designed to give the mature student a better 
grasp of economic analysis with special reference to value, 
distribution, and social control. Attention is paid to the 
development of economic thought, but emphasis is placed 
on current trends in economic theory. Prereq_uisite, Eco· 
nomics 5, 6. T hree credit hours. 
110. Business Organization and Control. 
An intensive study of the forms of organization adopted by 
business units. Concentration of economic power. The 
governmental regulations concerning business organizations. 
Three credit hours. 
122. Money and Banking. 
A study of the nature and functions of money and cred!t ; 
history; standards; bank currency; credit instrum~nts; cw 
culation; control relationship of money and credtt to the 
economy as a whole. T h ree credit hours. 
140. labor Problems. 
A survey of T rade Union activity in the U. S.; structure and 
functions of t rade unions· law and the development of 
unionism ; meaning and p'rocess of collective _bargaining; 
trade union problems and policies. Three credtt hours. 
161. Business Law. 
An introduction to the study of law and its administration, 
Property, T orts, Contracts, Agency, Employer·e~ployee re• 
lationships, N egotiable Instruments. T hree cred•t hours. 
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162. Business Law. 
An introduction to the study of law and its administration, 
Insurance, Bailments, Carriers, Sales, Partnership, Corpo• 
rations, Deeds of Conveyance, Mortgages, Landlord and 
Tenant, Business Crimes. Three credit hours. 
170, 171. Statistics. 
An introduction to statistical methods; fundamental con• 
cepts; averages, frequency distribution; index numbers; 
seasonal indexes; calculation of trends; simple correlation; 
introduction to sampling. Six credit hours. 
175. Special Problems in Business Organization and Control. 
A survey of economic theory with reference to p rice poHcy 
and market structure; a study of price poHcy in specific 
markets; a survey of the changing objectives and methods 
of public policy in the control of business; the principle of 
subsidiarity as contrasted to centrism in the social control 
of economic institutions. Three credit h our&. 
180. Development of Money and Banking since 1933. 
Changes in banking structure and practice since 1933; Pub· 
He policy regula~n of money banking and credit since 
1933; problems in the field of money and credit with ref· 
erence to defense effort. Three credit hours. 
183. Marketing. 
A summary of the principles involved in the marketing of 
commodities by the important market institutions; inde· 
pendent, chain and department store; mail order houses, 
wholesalers, etc. Marketing problems. Three credit hours. 
186. Public Utilities. 
A study of the economic, legal and social characteristics of 
public utilities; the franchise; various forms of regulation, 
scope, powers, and duties of public utility commissions; 
capitalization and finances; various forms of valuation fair 
value; appraisals; problems of making reasonable ~ates ; 
questions of service. Three credit hours. 
199. Spedal Study. Thesis. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
The following courses will be introduced into the field of Business 
Administration, to fill out a major program. 
110. Principles of Advertising. 
One semester. Three credit hours. 
121. Insurance. 
One semester. Three credit hours. 
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122. Principles of Transportation. 
One Jeme ter. Three cred1t hours . 
• 123. Fundamcntalt o( Investments. One ~e ter, Three cred1t houri. 
13 1. Retail Store Manaaemmt. 
One erne ter Three cred1t hours. 
140. Industrial Management. 
One ~meter Three cred1t hour~. 
160. Farm Mlrketing. 
One erne ter. Three cred1t hour~. 
t 
161. Ranch and Farm Mana~m1ent I. 
One erne ter. Three credtt hours. 
162. Ranch and Farm Management ll. 
One erne ter. Three cred1t hours. 
163. Range Livestock lnduoay. 
One erne•ter. Three cred1t hours. 
BUSINESS- TRAINING COURSES 
I . Elementary Typewriting. 
• 
No cred1t. 
2. Advanctd Typewriting. 
One credit hour. 
(A fee o( five dollars is charged each erne~ter fo r the use 
of typewriteu.) 
11, 12. Elementary Shorthand. 
Two cred1t houn. 
13, 14. Advanctd Shorth•nd. 
Two credit houra. 
' 
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DEGREES CONFERRED 
January 15, 1943 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (B.S.) 
-on-
GEORCE THOMAS AsnEN 
WILLIAM BICKETT BASTIEN 
PAUL GREGORY DUNN 
MARTIN PIERRE LAscoR 
May 14, 1943 
THE TRUSTEES OF REGIS COLLEGE 
this day confer 
TilE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF LAWS ( LL.D) 
(honoris causa) 
- on-
Right Reverend John R. Mulroy, A.B. 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS (A.B.) 
-on-
JAMES PAUL EAX1NS 
JosEPH JonN GoNZALES (cum laude) 
HARDIE EDwARD ST. MARTIN (cum laude) 
ARTHUR WILLIAM ZARLENGO (cum laude) 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (B.S.) 
-on-
HENRY KARL BECKER (cum laude) 
LoUJs JoHN BocciO 
EDwARD GuY DES'(EFANO 
JOHN ANTHONY FLANAGAN (cum laude) 
EDWARD ALLAN HENCMANN 
JAMES PATRICK HoARE (magna cum laude) 
WALTER JAMES HoRN 
FRANcis MoRRISS (magna cum laude) 
EDWARD AMBROSE McNuLTY 
MARSHALL PICCONE (summa cum laude) 
LEONARD JOHN SEEMAN 
JoHN HENORIOUS UNON 
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DEGREES CO'\FERRED 
August 1, 1943 
THE DECREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS (A.B.) 
-on-
Hun \\'mn: \\'n.ou, II 
Jotl' Asonw Yr.u:stca: 
THE DECREF OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE ( B.S.) 
-on-
Fr:ux LooMIS A uu 
RtClLU.D Out Btraa: 
Auu:n J•M Cooa: 
Pw1. E,D\Iil"' llr.tstcn: 
Jon" OosAtD 1\lcCu:coa 
Joscru Juo~l£ Qvts-s 
~fa\· 4· 1944 
TilE DECREE OF BACHhl.OR OF SCIENCE (B.S.) 
-on 
Lotns Jo PJI As'TOS!LLI 
Too lAS Puatca: Coca r;y 
CtiLU.O DASitL \IALOSE 
Fusc \\'ntt\" 'l.;r:wTo:-o 
lay zs. 1945 
TilE DECREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS (A B.) 
-on-
ALDO CIActsto NoTAatA!'>SI 'summa cum laude) 
• THE DECREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE ( B.S.) 
-on-
JoUN Eow.uo Btt L 
Stt.vto Hmsaut Bonos& 
Grunt WtLUA 1 CAnuus (summa cum laude) 
Huvr;y FUNcts Far.scn 
VINcr:.!'O' Cnuu:s Swu.s&Y 
~7-
JESUIT EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
RBV. BOWARD B. ROONEY, S.J., National Secretary 
S5 East 84th Street, New York 28, N.Y. 
AMERICAN JESUIT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
Alabama .. ---------------------------------- Spring Hill College, Spring Hill 
California .......................... . 
Colorado ........... ---------------------
Loyola University, Los Angeles 
Santa Clara University, Santa Clara 
Univ. of San Francisco, San Francisco 
Regis College, Denver 
District of Columbia. _________ -- • Georgetown University, Washington 
Illinois _ -----------------------------·-· .. Loyola University, Chicago 
Louisiana .. ------------------------------ Loyola University, New Orleans 
Maryland ---------------------------------... Loyola College, Baltimore 
Massachusetts---------------------------- Boston College, Boston 
Holy Cross College, Worcester 
Michigan .--------------------------------" University of Detroit, Detroit 
Missouri --------------------------------- ----· Rockhurst College, Kansas City 
Saint Louis University, St. Louis 
Nebraska ............................... ---.The Creighton University, Omaha 
New Jersey ................ ------·------- - St. Peter's College, Jersey City 
New York ------------------------------- Canisius College, Buffalo. 
Fordham University, Fordham, N. Y. 
Ohio - ............................. -·---- John Carroll University, Cleveland 
The Xavier University, Cincinnati 
Pennsylvania. .. ----------------·------ . St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia 
University of Scranton, Scranton 
Washington-------------------------------- Gonzaga University, Spokane 
Seattle College, Seattle 
Wisconsin ------------------------ .......... Marquette University, M.ilwaukee 
(Seminaries and High Schools are not included in this list) 
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